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Letter from 
the Editor

M
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any months ago, when the story of Gil Hoffer ’65 and 

Pete Galde ’65 was slated for this issue, little did I know how relevant it

would be to me personally. Last week I received a corneal transplant;

in 2002 Gil donated one of his kidneys to Pete, his Wheaton roommate

of 40 years ago.

Also in this issue is President Litfin’s tribute to the late Carl F. H.

Henry ’38, M.A. ’41, LITT.D. ’68. Dr. Henry’s ministry reached 

around the world, even into a small South Texas town, where a young

pastor (who would become my husband) began reading a new peri-

odical. Christianity Today, which Dr. Henry edited, gave greater definition

to my husband’s theology and ministry, eventually bringing us to

Wheaton College. Here, again, is a story particularly relevant to me.

What stories in this issue will you find relevant? Perhaps you’ve

stood before a judge, pleading for justice or mercy. Get a perspective

from the bench by reading pages 52-53, about two women judges 

from the Class of 1980. If you are a Wheaton parent, you may have

wondered how Wheaton finds and hires that professor who just might

be the most influential person (other than you, of course) in your

child’s life. Find the answer on pages 22-25. Perhaps you are a

prospective student athlete who wants to participate in an athletic

program that not only wins games, but also seeks to win souls to the

Lord. Check out the story of Wheaton’s football team on pages 10-13.

Wheaton magazine is mailed to about 37,000 households in 

113 countries. Our readers are individuals of all ages, representing

countless interests, vocations, and backgrounds.They are alumni 

and nonalumni, prospective students and current students, donors and

nondonors, current parents and future parents. Some are extremely

interested in Wheaton, and some not so much.

With such diverse readership, it’s a lot to expect everyone will find

every article interesting, let alone personally relevant. But if you are

reading these words, I am encouraged. Perhaps something has piqued

your interest. Read on! 

Most importantly, whatever your story, I hope our

Lord Jesus is relevant in your life, bringing you blessing

and purpose.
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Damascus Gate to the Mount of Olives.
As I sat down next to the taxi driver,

he asked,“Don’t I know you? Have you
been to Israel before?” I replied,“Yes,
30 years ago, when I was on an
archaeological expedition at Dothan.”
Then he uttered,“Dr. Free, Dr. Free!”
He remembered me because he was one
of my workmen, Mahmoud, when he
was a 15-year-old basket boy carrying
dirt to the dump.When I told him 
Dr. Free had died years
before, he began to sob.“Dr.
Free was a good man. He
loved the Arab people and did
so much for us when times
were very bad.”

Yes, Joseph P. Free not only
was a good man, but a good
biblical archaeologist, who
loved the Bible and its peoples,
including the descendants of Ishmael.
Dr. Edwin A. Hollatz

Professor of Communications 

1954-2000
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Some Free Associations

After reading the article in the last issue
about archaeology Professor Joseph Free’s
excavation of Tell Dothan, I thought I’d
tell you something of my experiences
with him.As his student, I was fascinated
by his comments regarding a forthcoming
dig at Dothan in the spring of 1953.
One day after class I asked if he could use
a young fellow to assist in the dig. He 
said he needed someone to do pottery
reconstruction and recording and asked if
I liked to do jigsaw puzzles in three
dimensions.We agreed that I would pay
my steamship transportation, joining 
the spring Bible lands tour, and then stay
on for the dig at Dothan.

And so began an adventure that will be
indelibly etched in my memory.We
sailed in mid-February on the maiden
voyage of the Andrea Doria. Each day 
Dr. Free lectured, and those of us who
were on the staff of the dig learned
enough Arabic to give directions to 
the workmen, like ibhash hohn (dig here)
and hahly el hujar kabir (leave the big
stones). During the two-month dig 
at Tell Dothan, I served as assistant area
supervisor for D-6, where we uncovered
the large middle bronze zir or storage jar.

About 30 years later, I accompanied
the Men’s Glee Club on a concert tour
in Israel. Rev. James Monson, father of
archaeology Professor John Monson ’84,
was our liaison and arranged for many
splendid opportunities. One event was a
performance at the Church of the
Redeemer, after which we were to picnic
at the Augusta Victoria Hospice.A fleet 
of Arab taxis was to drive us from the

Write Us
We want to hear from you. Send us 
your letters and e-mails as they relate to
material published in the magazine.
Correspondence must include your name,
address, and phone number. The editor
reserves the right to determine 
the suitability of letters for publication
and to edit them for accuracy and length.
Unfortunately, not all letters can be
published nor can they be returned. 
Editor, Wheaton
Wheaton College / Wheaton, IL 60187
editor@wheaton.edu

Course Work

I read with much interest the article,
“Cups of Cold Water,” in the winter
2004 magazine, which was about water
well drilling.Although my Wheaton
education was for a B.S. in biology, my
career life has primarily been research
and engineering in drilling fluids for the
petroleum industry.You never know
when you are studying a course in
geology more than 30 years ago in the
Black Hills, that those basics in soil
knowledge will come in handy in the
future. Serendipity is God’s humor, which
I see when I look back with hindsight.
Michael Jarrett ’74

Senior Staff Scientist, Baker Hughes INTEQ

Houston, Texas

Environmental Education

Thank you for highlighting on your
autumn 2003 cover the importance of
caring for creation.As we are commanded
to love our neighbors, we cannot ignore
the fact that the “least of these” are
suffering the most from the destruction
of our global ecosystems. Environmental
issues are “social, political, economic, and
legal issues.”As we enter the 21st century,
collapsing ecosystems and environmental
destruction are causing immense human
suffering. I am glad to see that Wheaton
is educating its students about what may
be one of the most important issues to
face us in the decades ahead.
Mark Ritchie ’86

Director, International Sustainable

Development Studies Institute, 

Chiang Mai, Thailand

W H E A T O N 3
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A Model of Excellence

On February 10,Wheaton’s education
department was honored with the
AILACTE (Association of Independent
Liberal Arts Colleges for Teacher
Education) Model of Excellence Award
during a national ceremony in 
Chicago.The award recognized the
quality of Wheaton’s teacher education
program, and general education
program in the liberal arts. Schools are
evaluated in three categories—
culture/institution; curriculum/pro-
grams; and faculty.

“This award reflects all of the fine
work done for many years by 
the people of this College, and the 
excellent preparation that Wheaton
provides in the liberal arts,” says
education department chair Dr.Andrew
Brulle.

Dorothy Chappell, dean of natural
and social sciences, notes that
AILACTE, which consists of more 
than 200 liberal arts institutions
nationwide, is an important
organization in higher education.
“We are honored to receive this award
from an organization that values 
the broad perspectives of learning,” she
says.“This honor is a campuswide 
award because the criteria for it include
the distinguished curriculum 
Wheaton has crafted to educate the
whole person.The programming in 
our liberal arts programs, especially the
rich general education component,
has large faculty ownership and holds a
distinguished place in higher
education.”

C A M P U S  N E W S

WHEATONn e w s

Wheaton in the News

Error Apparent

The January 2004 Kiplinger’s Personal

Finance Report ranked Wheaton
number 54 on its list of
the “100 Best Values in
Private Colleges”—not
number 83, as originally
reported.The mistake
occurred when
Kiplinger’s inadver-
tently used tuition and
aid data from the other

Wheaton College in
Massachusetts.

Kiplinger’s noted the correction in
its March print edition.The accurate

report can be accessed online at
http://www.kiplinger.com/tools/privatecolleges/.

This year the report includes
secondary rankings to reflect the quality
and cost reports of the analysis, in addi-

tion to the final ranking.
“While Wheaton’s

overall rank rises to 54
with the correct
information, the cost rank
rises to 24 from 77, which
I think clearly underscores
your focus on providing an
affordable education,”
stated Brian Knetstout,
associate editor of

Kiplinger’s and author of “100 Best
Values in Private Colleges.”
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letter to a friend some 70 years later.
By his senior year, DeWitt began to

investigate the mystery of the seem-
ingly unfinished structure.Through
interviews with Julia Blanchard and
Jonathan Cook, grandchildren of
Wheaton’s first president, Jonathan
Blanchard, he learned that Blanchard’s
vision for the tower was influenced by
a visit to Oxford University in England.

After Blanchard assumed control of
the Illinois Institute (which later
became Wheaton College) he added
two stories and the tower to 
Blanchard Hall.

While researching these early years,
DeWitt unearthed a 1910 photograph
in which the tower’s cornice was
complete—built, he believes, of
“imitation stone” made of wood,
painted gray. Following a custom of
19th century architecture, the architect
likely chose wood because the weight
of the stone tower would have been
too much for the roof of the main
building.

“There is no evidence that the back
half of the octagon was built of stone,”
college architect Bruce Koenigsberg
concurs.

As to why the tower’s cornice was
never replicated in subsequent
renovations since 1910, Koenigsberg
explains, “To complete the octagon
base would mean using lightweight
technology that would match the
stone. If there were an opportunity to
complete the tower using materials
true to the authenticity of Blanchard,
I would welcome that.”

Almost There. . . 

Thanks to the support and generous
donations of alumni, parents, students,
employees, and friends,Wheaton has
received $17.65 million toward the 
new Todd M. Beamer Student Center,
scheduled for completion in August.
The College has raised over 85 percent
of the $20.6 million needed to fund 
the project, with just under $3 million
to go.

An anonymous donor, who gave a
generous lead gift, requested that 
the Center be named in honor of
September 11 hero Todd M. Beamer ’91,
to remind future generations of 
the ideals, devotion, and character that
Wheaton tries to instill and nurture in
students. It will also honor alumni 
Jason Oswald ’95 and Jeffrey Mladenik
M.A. ’95, who lost their lives in the
World Trade Center attack.The facility
will include a new Stupe and a new
Gold Star Chapel.

For more information about 
the Todd M. Beamer Student Center,
and for a gallery of photos of
construction, visit
http://www.wheaton.edu/beamercenter.

Unfinished Business

Have you ever noticed that Blanchard
Hall’s tower appears unfinished at the
back? That was one of the first things
that DeWitt Jayne ’36 observed as an
incoming freshman in 1932.“My eyes
immediately saw the ragged edge of
the tower where it meets the eaves of
the old main building,” he wrote in a

What’s 

missing 

in 

this 

picture?
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A Value-Based Education

To keep up with the rising costs of
maintaining a private academic
institution, the annual tuition charge for
undergraduate students at Wheaton
College will be $20,000 for the 2004-

2005 school year,
administrators
announced.
Standard room and
board charges for
resident students
will be $6,466,
making total charges
for full-time under-
graduate resident
students $26,466,

according to Patrick T. Brooke,
controller.This represents an increase in
total charges of 7.6 percent.Tuition for
graduate students is increasing 8.2
percent, from $464 per hour to $502 per
hour.

Recent studies indicate that Wheaton’s
tuition and room and board charges
remain low relative to comparable liberal
arts institutions.Wheaton was named
among the least expensive of the top 80
US News and World Report national
liberal arts colleges, and its pricing ranks
eighth in the 13-member Christian
College Consortium.

“Wheaton College continues its
commitment to keep tuition as
reasonable as possible while providing a
quality education of the highest
standards,” Brooke said.“We believe that
our 2004-2005 student charges will
continue to be competitive with our
peer institutions.”

You’ve Got Mail

Did you know that Wheaton’s Parents
Program produces a monthly newsletter
called e-Partnerships? E-Partnerships 
is an electronic newsletter that provides
Wheaton parents with a wealth of

information—connecting parents to
campus on a regular basis.

Every month Wheaton’s Parents
Program sends a notification e-mail,
alerting parents that the newest version of
the newsletter is available online. Since 
e-Partnerships is our primary and most
frequent way of communicating with
parents, our goal is to have as many
parents on our distribution list as possible.

If we do not have your e-mail 
address on file, consider subscribing by
logging on to the parents Web site
(www.wheaton.edu/parents) and
clicking “Subscribe.”

Spring Break Servanthood

While some college students used their
spring break as a time to relax,
sunbathe on a beach, or visit friends and
family, about 200 Wheaton College
students united with the Office of
Christian Outreach to spread the love of
Christ.This is the fifth year that 
OCO has organized spring break
missions trips, and each year the number
of sites increases, along with student
participation.This spring fourteen trips
were available—two overseas and twelve
in the United States.Traveling across the
country and even around the world—
from Jackson, Mississippi, to Paris,
France—students assisted in everything
from prison ministry and construction
work to youth ministry. In addition, 80
Thunder football players also took to the
field—the mission field, that is—
to serve in Senegal and Romania (for
more, see our story on p. 12).

WHEATONn e w s

This year the Thunder football

team returned to Senegal, 

where in 2003 (left) they assisted 

United World Mission with

construction, landscaping, painting,

and outreaches.



Visit the exhibit at www.wheaton.edu/bgc/archives/cgt.htm. 

For more information about this and other archival holdings, call 

(630) 752-5910 or e-mail bgcarc@wheaton.edu.

city’s most turbulent and creative eras.
Through its extensive collection of

photos, drawings, documents, audio
clips, and motion pictures, the Billy
Graham Center Archives tells the story
of Rader and the organization he
founded in the permanent interactive
online exhibit Jazz Age Evangelism:

Paul Rader & the Chicago Gospel

Tabernacle, 1922-1933. The exhibit
explores the Tabernacle’s activities,
including foreign missions, worship,
Bible studies, satellite congregations, a
food pantry, youth camps, street
preaching, and above all, an urban
outreach targeted at those who never
went to church.

A Tribute to 

the “Tab”

Before Internet 
evangelism,
mega-churches,

and TV preachers,
there was Paul Rader

and the Chicago 
Gospel Tabernacle.

In the 1920s and 1930s, this urban
ministry pioneered ideas and methods
influencing generations of American
fundamentalists and evangelicals.Thanks
to Rader’s vision for using popular
culture and modern technology to
present the gospel, the “Tab” became a
fixture in Chicago during one of the

Known as an evangelist and pastor, Paul Rader was also an energetic 

and innovative promoter. “Part of Rader’s genius,” notes Archives Director

Paul Ericksen, “was that he could develop ideas and stir people to

participate in them.” The souvenirs from the Tabernacle’s radio broadcast

(left) and 10th annual missions rally in 1932 (right) show how Rader 

worked to capture the imagination of Chicagoans. 
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An undated photograph of the

interior of the Tabernacle at the

corner of Chicago’s Clark and

Halsted streets and Barry

Avenue. (Inset) Rader preaching

on a street corner, possibly in

the 1920s.
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nearly 20 years of legal experience. In
addition to teaching courses in business
strategy and analysis, business law,
introduction to law, and constitutional
law, he provides pre-law counseling to all
students and alumni and serves as a
faculty advisor for the student chapter of
the International Justice Mission.

The dedication ceremony will take place
May 14 at 8:00 P.M. in Blanchard Hall.

English Prof Receives

Gutenberg Award

Last fall Dr. Leland Ryken, Clyde S.
Kilby Professor of English, was presented
with the Gutenberg Award at the Palmer
House in Chicago. Professor Ryken
received the Chicago Bible Society award
for his contributions to education,
writing, and the understanding of the
Bible.The annual award recognizes
outstanding service to the Christian
community. Past recipients include Billy
Graham ’43, Litt.D. ’56; Kenneth N.
Taylor ’38, Litt.D. ’65; and C.William
Pollard ’60. Dr. Lane T. Dennis, president
of Goodnews-Crossway Publishers of
Wheaton, delivered the tribute.

as Volkman Chair of Business and Law.
William Volkman, the namesake of the
chair, will also attend the festivities. Dr.
Volkman, an attorney and CPA, taught
in Wheaton’s business/economics
department from 1954-1965.“I think he
gave students a vision for meaningful
engagement as a Christian in the world
of law and business,” says Dr. Bruce
Howard, chair of the business and
economics department.

In 2003 Professor Bretsen joined the
faculty as an associate professor, with

F A C U LT Y  N E W S

On That Note . . . 

George Arasimowicz, dean of arts, media
and communications, was named the 24th
annual recipient of the American Society
of Composers,Authors and Publishers
(ASCAP) Rudolph Nissim Prize.The
award, given for the best original concert
music score requiring a conductor, is in
honor of Dr. Rudolph Nissim, head of
ASCAP’s foreign department for four
decades. Dean Arasimowicz received the
prize for Encomia for ?, a 26-minute
work for orchestra, selected from nearly
300 submissions.

Volkman Chair to Be Dedicated

Professor Stephen Bretsen will address
Wheaton trustees, the Board of Visitors,
the Christian Legal Aid Society, and
other members of the Wheaton
community during his inaugural address

WHEATONn e w s

Prior to coming

to Wheaton, 

Dr. Stephen Bretsen

served several large

corporations as a

director of mergers

and acquisitions,

director of corporate

development, and

divisional counsel.
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A Global Focus 

Wheaton’s annual Missions in Focus
(MIF) conference, which took place
February 8-11, drew capacity crowds,
illustrating that while the face of
missions may be changing with a new
generation, the heart remains true.

This year’s theme Be Consumed:

Encounter the God of the Nations was
inspired by the vision described in
Revelation 7:9-10—great multitudes
from every nation, tribe, people and
language standing before the throne of
God.

The conference included a number of
special interest seminars featuring
representatives from 24 missionary and
ministry groups.Throughout the four-
day event, students had the chance to
sign up for more information about each
organization and their missionary
opportunities.The conference also
influenced several chapels, where
keynote speakers Marilyn Laszlo of
Wycliffe USA, and missions philosopher
Viv Grigg shared their insights with
students.

Meg Van Ingen ’04, chair of the MIF
cabinet, says that the speakers’ availability
to interact with students was one of the
highlights of the conference. Laszlo,
especially, was often seen in Anderson
Commons recounting stories from her
more than 30 years of experience in
international missions.“If you are saying,
‘I am preparing to be a missionary,’ and
you have never done anything as far as
winning people to Jesus or any kind of
missions work now—I really feel it

begins right where you are,” Laszlo said
in an interview with The Record.

Another conference highlight was 
the documentary “Beyond the Gates of
Splendor” (produced by Bearing Fruit
Communications), which tells the story
of missionary martyrs Jim Elliot ’49,
Ed McCully ’49, and Nate Saint ’50.
Although the three were killed by the
Waodoni Indians while ministering in
Ecuador, their pioneer efforts resulted in
salvation and forgiveness for members of
that tribe through the work of later
missionaries (including Jim’s wife,
Elisabeth Howard Elliot Gren ’48; Nate’s
sister, Rachel Saint; and her son,

Steve Saint ’72.).
Dual screenings of “Beyond the

Gates” attracted an overflow crowd, and
MIF faced the unanticipated dilemma 
of turning people away at the doors.
Meg, who had expected only 50 to
attend the screenings, was equally
surprised by the numbers that attended
the seminars; well over 150 students
went to “The Holy Spirit:The
Forgotten Power.”

“It was a blessing just to see that
people’s hearts were desiring more of
God,” Meg said.“I don’t want to be
concerned with numbers. If it just
touches one person, praise the Lord.”
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Marilyn Laszlo of Wycliffe USA
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WHEATONs p o r t s

In high school, Justin Knapp dreamed of
playing big-time college football—the
variety that attracts thousands of fans to the
stadium every Saturday afternoon, draws
national television contracts, and leads (if
the year goes well enough) to a postseason
bowl game to warm up the holidays.

This was not an unrealistic dream for
someone who grew up surrounded by
two of the top Division I leagues in the
NCAA. In his hometown of Ames, Iowa,
Justin got a glimpse of collegiate football
at its finest.After all, the Little Cyclones
of Ames High School play just two miles
north of the Big 12 Conference
Cyclones at Iowa State University.Two
hours east, in Iowa City, the University of
Iowa Hawkeyes compete in the Big 10.

But a four-day visit to a much smaller
college in Illinois was all it took to
change the course of Justin’s life.

Skip and Debbie Knapp were aware 
of the pros and cons should their son
have chosen to play at a large university.
His father mentioned his concerns to a
friend, a former football player at
Wheaton, who connected Justin to his
alma mater.

Justin visited Wheaton during his
senior year of high school, and the trip
led him in a new direction.“I visited
classes, met professors, attended chapel,
and, of course, spent a good bit of time at
the gym talking with coaches,” he says.“I
especially appreciated hanging out with
the football players, talking about how we

by Robert Walker ’36 and Michael Murray

A Life Without Regrets
For Justin Knapp ’03 the decision to attend Wheaton was bigger than the Big 10.

Mike Swider “made three points I had never thought about in

connection with playing football,” Justin recalls. “First, 

he said, to play football at Wheaton a player must be a strong

and committed believer in Jesus Christ. Second, he must 

be a willing student, to study long and hard enough to make

good grades. Third, he must be truly competitive—never willing

to give up, no matter how tough the competition may be.”
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wanted to serve the Lord after college.”
He was challenged by his conversation

with the team’s head coach, Mike Swider
’77, who told him the team motto, Live
Your Life Without Regrets, and explained
how that begins with making the right
choices in football and continues
throughout life.

Justin’s decision to play linebacker at
Wheaton was rewarded with a pair of
conference championships for the
Thunder; and Co-Captain, MVP, All-
Conference, All-Region, and All-
American honors for himself. In
December 2002 he was selected to play in
a Division III All-Star Game, at the Aztec
Bowl in Torreon, Mexico, setting an Aztec
Bowl record with 10 tackles. Says Coach
Swider,“Justin was a great player for
us…and an inspirational leader.”

In 2003 Justin graduated with a degree
in business economics, and currently
works for Ritchie Capital Management
in Geneva, Illinois. His ties to Wheaton
football remain strong. In addition to
living with a former teammate in Aurora,
two of Justin’s co-workers are former
Thunder players.

Justin has no regrets about choosing
Wheaton over a better-known football
program.“I definitely wouldn’t have had
the opportunities and life-changing
experiences that Wheaton provided for
me anywhere else,” he says, citing his
spiritual as well as physical development
as a student athlete.“Playing big-time
football before 70,000 fans was once a
dream of mine, but the lessons I’ve
learned from my days and experiences at
Wheaton College are totally irreplaceable.”

Football is family tradition for Brad Musso ’05. Brad’s father, Johnny “Italian

Stallion” Musso was an All-American for Alabama in 1970 and 1971, and played

for the Chicago Bears. His older brothers, Scott and Brian, also starred as

receivers and return-men at Northwestern. 

“They never put pressure on me to play, but they were always very

supportive,”  Brad says. “I really wanted to live up to the image that my dad and

my brothers had, because they were my heroes on and off the field.”

The junior wide receiver is certainly on his way to doing just that. He helped

Wheaton to a 19-game winning streak at the end of the regular season, not to

mention a number four ranking in Division III and a CCIW championship. 

Brad himself is ranked fourth in the division for his 17.9-yard average per

return, and 24th for his 97.2 average receiving yards. This year he had 72 catches

for 1,338 yards (setting a record for yards receiving in a season); 31 punt returns

for 431 yards and two touchdowns; and 10 touchdown catches. 

“There are a lot of things to appreciate about Brad Musso,” says receiver’s

coach Gary LaVanchy. “His talents are self-evident, but I think one thing that

stands out to me is Brad’s interest in making his teammates better, and being a

part of the success of the team—he isn’t consumed with his own exploits.”

With another year of Thunder football ahead, Brad hopes for another

championship title; but his number one goal is to be a leader to his teammates

both athletically and spiritually. 

The wide receiver has had plenty of leadership experience, as he spends his

summers working at Kanakuk Christian camps teaching sports to kids. 

Although he adds it would be “a dream” to play in the NFL after graduation, he

would also love to apply his interpersonal communications degree to a position in

youth ministry, and continue using sports to spread the gospel. 

He says, “I hope that people see me as a person who cares about more than

face-value relationships—I care about people’s hearts.”

The Gridiron 
and 
the Gospel

Meet 

Wheaton’s 

star  wide receiver,

Brad Musso ’05.
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un

The Thunder won their first 12 games before
getting ousted from the NCAA Division III
postseason in the quarterfinal round; but with
two wins, they set school records for total
and playoff victories.



stand for things that are right

and just… . We need a society

of men who are going to be

men and take leadership roles.”

This spring break, for the fifth

straight year, members of the

team demonstrated their love 

of Christ by serving others in His

name. About 40 players and

coaches traveled to Senegal

and another 40 visited Romania

for short-term missions

projects. The players helped

with construction projects,

worked with children in an

orphanage, and shared the

message of salvation, making

memories and developing

friendships that will last 

a lifetime. 

Reminiscing about his four

years of Thunder football,

quarterback Bradley says, “It

isn’t necessarily the wins or

losses that I’m going to

remember, but the friendships

I’ve made over the years.”
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blocking, passing, catching, and

tackling—it’s about the rest of

a player’s life. His players

spend a lot of time together in

season and out—eating meals,

hanging out, or growing

spiritually through weekly,

senior-led small groups. 

“I tell players that football

ends when you’re 22,” he says,

“but the things you learn here

you’ll carry with you for 

50 years, or however long you

live. They determine what 

kind of husband, father, and

leader you’ll be.”

He believes this senior class,

in particular, will go far. “These

kids are going to be the 

leaders of society, whether in

business, medicine, law,

teaching,  coaching, or ministry,”

he says. “Through football, 

we can instill in them the mental

and physical toughness, the

resiliency, determination, and

persistence it takes to take a

two classes; they’re amazing

kids, and they’ve been selfless

in support of the team.”

The on-field feats of the 

2003 squad paint a picture of

excellence. Three players—

guard James Hoxworth ’04,

running back Dan Price ’04, and

offensive tackle Chris Dubos

’04—earned All-American

recognition; quarterback Chad

Bradley ’04 was named

Offensive Player of the Year by

the CCIW; six other players

earned a position on the 

all-conference teams; and Mike

was named Coach of the Year

in the conference and region.

The 24 seniors on this team

of 98 players finished their

Wheaton careers 25-3 in

conference play and won their

last 19 regular-season games.

In his eight years as head

coach, Mike has learned that

football at Wheaton is about

much more than running,

The Wheaton Thunder football team caps a 
record-breaking season with a down-to-the-wire championship 
match worthy of the big screen. 

by Michael Murray

It was the kind of game that

movies are made of, and 

that players and fans won’t

soon forget. With less than two

minutes to go, Wheaton

clinched its second consecutive

CCIW championship, ending a

season for which the American

Football Coaches Association’s

2003 poll ranked the Thunder

fourth in the nation. No Thunder

(or, for that matter, Crusader)

team has ever finished higher.

“We’ve been playing well

during the last 10 to 15 years,

beginning when J.R. Bishop

was head coach. But over the

last four years, we’ve been

exceptional,” says head coach

Mike Swider ’77. Three of those

four years, Wheaton won 

CCIW championships. “The

senior class has broken 

almost every record we have,” 

Mike adds. “We’ve had

tremendous leadership from our

seniors, especially the last 

forgettable.
WITH ONE MINUTE AND
14 seconds on the clock,
and a score of 27 – 21 on
the scoreboard, Wheaton
needs a touchdown to 
tie the game, and the 
extra point to seal the
deal against the rival
Augustana Vikings. 
The Thunder scores both,
leading by a point with 
20 seconds of play
remaining. The Vikings set
up for a 55-yard field 
goal and it’s…no good…
blocked at the line of
scrimmage.
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F. B. Meyer once remarked that, like a giant oak tree, it’s sometimes easier to take

the measure of a man after he’s fallen. It’s no doubt too soon to take the full

measure of a life as long and full and rich as that of Carl F. H. Henry; we lack the

perspective to do it justice. But I think I can perceive at least this much: I think 

I can see at least the context within which future biographers shall have to view him.

Carl F. H. Henry 
and the Twin Tasks of the Church

On January 21 

a memorial service was held on the

campus of Trinity International

University. Several people were invited

to speak to different aspects of 

Dr. Carl F. H. Henry’s long and

illustrious life and ministry.Wheaton’s

President Duane Litfin was asked to

address his Wheaton connections.

The following is the text of Dr. Litfin’s

tribute to Dr. Henry.
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AUTHOR, EDUCATOR,

LECTURER, AND THEOLOGIAN,  

CARL F. H. HENRY ’38, M.A. ’41,

LITT.D. ’68, WAS ONE OF 

THE EVANGELICAL GIANTS OF

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY.

DEVOTED HUSBAND, FATHER,

AND MAN OF GOD, 

CARL HENRY DIED DECEMBER 7

AT HIS HOME IN WATERTOWN,

WISCONSIN, AT AGE 90.

C O U R T E S Y  O F  T H E  W H E A T O N  C O L L E G E  A R C H I V E S
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Carl Henry’s

friends at

Wheaton

included young

men whose lives

would come to

have significant

impact on

hundreds of

thousands of

individuals,

society at large,

and the church

worldwide.  

Carl Henry and Billy

Graham led the procession

in the closing ceremonies

at the World Congress on

Evangelism, held in Berlin

in 1966. Henry served as

chairman, and Graham

as honorary chairman.

The Congress brought

together 1,200 delegates

from 103 countries and was

successful in identifying

many of the evangelism

and theological issues of

the next generation.

Carl F. H. Henry taught 

or lectured on college

campuses throughout the

United States, and in

countries on every

continent. On May 4-5,

1996, he returned to his

alma mater to speak at

the Wheaton Graduate

School’s Commencement,

and to accompany his wife

Helga (Bender) ’36, M.A. ’37

as she attended her

class’s 60th reunion on

Alumni Weekend.
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o set that context let me return to a memorable day on the 
campus of Wheaton College. It was September 13, 1980, a day

when Lebanese Ambassador Charles Malik joined Billy Graham and
10,000 other attendees at the inauguration of the new Billy Graham
Center at Wheaton College.

In his widely acclaimed dedicatory address titled “The Two Tasks,”
Ambassador Malik argued with passion that the Church must above all
be faithful to its twin callings: evangelism first, and taking every thought
captive to Christ second.

“In the nature of the case,” said Malik,“evangelization is always the
most important task to be undertaken by mortal man. For proud and
rebellious and self-sufficient man . . . to be brought to his knees and 
to his tears before . . . the majesty and grace and power of Jesus Christ
is the greatest event that can happen to any man.” Evangelism is the
first task of the Church.

But Malik didn’t stop there. He went on to spend the bulk of his
time stressing the second task of the Church. Because Christ is the light
of the world, he argued,

His light must be brought to bear on the problem of the formation
of the mind. . . . For if you win the whole world and lose the mind
of the world, you will soon discover you have not won the world.
Indeed it may turn out that you have actually lost the world.

Billy Graham listened that day to Ambassador Malik’s powerful
challenge. Later he penned the Foreword for the published edition.* 
No one in the history of America has done more to further the Church’s
first task, evangelism, than Billy Graham; yet it was he who reinforced
Malik’s point about the Church’s intellectual task. Dr. Graham cautioned,

In our zeal to “save souls,” we must not default in the battle for
people’s minds.We must proclaim a gospel for the whole person.

T



the earliest records of Carl Henry at Wheaton occurs in the
minutes of one of the College’s several literary societies, the
Knights.That evening’s carefully kept minutes recorded Will
Norton reading a short story, Ken Taylor reading his own
poem, and Carl Henry giving an extemporaneous speech
titled,“Knighthood’s Gift to the 20th Century.”

Carl Henry was a man of great balance; all who knew him
speak of his fervent love for Jesus, his humility and generosity,
his servant’s heart, and his passion for the lost. But none could
question that Carl’s prime calling was to the Church’s second
task, the development and maintenance of the Christian mind.
His reading was prodigious, his scholarship far-ranging, his
contributions expansive. I love the fact that there was never
anything small or petty about Dr. Henry’s work; he always
went after the big fish, the ideas and issues that mattered.

Nor was he interested only in theology. One of my favorite
Carl Henry stories was told by Wheaton College historian
Paul Bechtel. It occurred during World War II.Wheaton
College runs a Science Station out in the Black Hills of
South Dakota. It was wartime and campus officials, aware that
the Science Station was a thousand miles away and that tires

and gas were scarce, decided that maybe the station should be closed during
the war.When Carl Henry, who valued intellectual work of every sort, got
wind of this possibility, he sent the trustees of the College a terse, twelve-
word telegram:“Beer trucks are still rolling in Los Angeles. Don’t close the
station.”And they didn’t.

In 1947 Carl Henry published The Uneasy Conscience of Modern

Fundamentalism, thereby catapulting forward the movement we came to
think of as twentieth-century evangelicalism. In the process he granted
whole generations of evangelicals permission to recover their social
consciences without having their orthodoxy questioned. At every strategic
twentieth-century point the names of Billy Graham and Carl Henry crop
up together, in the early work of the National Association of Evangelicals,
at the founding of Fuller Seminary (1947) and of Christianity Today

(1956), at Berlin in 1966, and at Lausanne in 1974.Time and again Billy
and Carl traded visits to Wheaton’s campus. Scores of Carl’s writings
became required reading for dozens of courses.As the College watched
with awe over the decades the growing contribution to the church’s
evangelistic task of its most renowned alumnus Billy Graham, so also it
came to celebrate the prodigious intellectual contributions of this second
giant, Carl Henry, as he labored so faithfully at the Church’s second task.

How long will it be before the biographers will be able to take the
measure of the life of Carl F. H. Henry? Who can say? But when that story
is told, I predict it will have to be told in terms of the Church’s twin tasks.
And it will be the story of these two Wheaton boys, Carl Henry and Billy
Graham, two giants of their age, yoked like faithful oxen in their
complementary tasks, plowing together their Grand Canyon furrow
through the twentieth century.

The Two Tasks, by Charles Malik, can be ordered by calling the Evangelism
and Missions Information Service at Wheaton’s Billy Graham Center, 
630-752-7158, or by going online at www.billygrahamcenter.org/emis

We must take seriously the biblical injunction to bring every
thought into captivity to Christ.

In our Christian colleges and universities today is the vanguard
of leadership—teachers and students—who must advance Christ’s
claim on the mind. Let there be no mistake about the job to be
done.The summons is not to make biblical Christianity
intellectually respectable; great thinkers of the ages in all fields
already testify overwhelmingly that it is.The call, rather, is to
confront this generation’s scholars with the staggering Christian
claim: in Christ Jesus the Lord, Son of God and Savior of men, is
the Truth they all are seeking.The Christian faith is a norm for
all disciplines, a light on the unknown as well as the known, and
the ultimate key to human existence and experience.

ere surely is the context within which we must view the life of
Carl F. H. Henry.The Church’s two tasks stem from Christ’s

Great Commission. Jesus said his disciples are to multiply themselves,
first, by initiating men and women into the Christian faith, and second,
by teaching them to think and behave as his followers (Matt. 28:19-20).
These two sides of the Great Commission, gospelizing and teaching,
emerge as the preeminent responsibilities of the Church.

I ask you: Could there be any two men who more fully epitomize
the twin tasks of the Church than these two pre-war undergraduates at
Wheaton College, these two men who spent the rest of the twentieth
century modeling for us what it means to fulfill the two sides of Christ’s
Great Commission?

What a generation that was at Wheaton: Carl Henry, Ken Taylor,
Harold Lindsell, Richard Halverson, Billy Graham.Wouldn’t you love to
have watched Carl Henry as a student?  After his admissions file, one of
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(l to r)  Carl F. H. Henry; Billy Graham ’43, 

Litt.D ’56, author and evangelist; 

Richard Halverson ’39, LL.D ’58, pastor and

Chaplain of the United States Senate; 

Harold Lindsell ’38, author, educator,

editor of Christianity Today; Kenneth Taylor

’38, Litt.D ’65, author and founder of

Tyndale House Publishers.

H

*
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A Legacy of Equality
by Dr. Edith Blumhofer,

Director of the Institute for the Study 

of American Evangelicals 



Mary Barker
The first African American to enroll was Mary Barker in 1857. She
arrived from the remote downstate hamlet of Cave-in-Rock, where
contact with the larger world meant a ferry ride across to Kentucky or
north to Shawneetown, the oldest incorporated town in Illinois.

Mary Barker’s family was born in slavery in Kentucky, and her
father, Moses, tilled the land to purchase their freedom. Neither he
nor his wife could read, but hard work soon made Moses one of
Hardin County’s more prosperous citizens. Somehow the Barkers heard
about the Illinois Institute in distant Wheaton, and in 1857 Mary
enrolled there for one year.Two years later she returned, and this time
stayed until she completed her program in 1863.

From 1859 to 1863, she and some 200 other students in the school’s
academic department studied literature and composition, among a
wide variety of electives. Barker was a student when Institute became
Wheaton College in 1860. She found in new president and
Congregationalist Jonathan Blanchard as staunch a friend of Black
education as his Wesleyan predecessors.

In 1865, Mary Barker accepted an appointment as the teacher of an
experimental Colored School in Quincy, Illinois. Separated from
northern Missouri slave country by the Mississippi River, Quincy
remained a center of racial unrest, and forward-looking citizens
thought education its best hope for civil society. Barker’s hard work
made the school a success.Within a few years she had 74 pupils, and
the school boasted a 92 percent average daily attendance rate.
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“No distinction is made on the basis of 

ancestry or color. The equality of all in natural and 

inalienable rights is fully recognized.” 

These words from the 1856 Catalogue of the Illinois Institute 

(soon to become Wheaton College) expressed the core 

commitment of the school’s Wesleyan founders. Despite this

assurance, the realities of the 1850s made it difficult for 

Black students to attend the Institute. 

Here are the stories of three who, despite the odds, were able to 

take advantage of the education offered at Wheaton. Each would

become a person of prominence and influence in the church 

and in society.The lives of Wheaton’s first three

African American students offer

portraits not only of courage, but

also of dedication to God. 



Barker married Civil War veteran George T. Morgan, and
continued life in Quincy. Due to the death of her only child,
Wheaton’s first African-American student left no direct descendants.
Rather, her influence endured among the Black citizens of Adams
County, Illinois.A generation after Barker taught at the Colored
School, Quincy had incorporated 20 Black city teachers (and many 
other Black professionals) who had found in her classroom
inspiration to succeed.

Edward Sellers

Though Edward Sellers listed Shawneetown, Illinois, as home, he
was born in slavery in Mississippi. Sellers accepted the rigorous
requirements of Wheaton’s collegiate program in 1862.A member
of the Beltonian Literary Society from 1862-66, Sellers gained a
reputation as “one of the leading disputants” on campus.

In 1864, he responded with several other Wheaton students to the
last Union call for hundred-day men. After a festive send-off, Sellers
was shuffled into the Illinois 132nd Regiment and traveled to
Paducah, Kentucky. Battle action that summer erupted elsewhere,
and the Wheaton men returned unscathed to resume their studies.

Sellers graduated in 1866, and Jonathan Blanchard helped him
relocate to Boston. There he enrolled at Andover Theological
Seminary, earning a B.D. in 1874.The next year he was ordained in
the Congregationalist Church in Selma,Alabama, and appointed by
the American Missionary Association (AMA) to religious and
educational work among Southern African Americans. Sellers also
supervised an innovative, interracial AMA Congregational Church
in Chattanooga,Tennessee.
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The Battle for Fort Blakely, fought on April 9,

1865, just five hours after General Robert E. Lee’s

surrender of the Confederacy at Appomattox,

occurred near Mobile, Alabama. It was here that Merriam

fought, and met ten-year-old Osborne.

William Osborne

When Union troops marched through Alabama in 1864,William
Osborne united with the Illinois 107th Infantry. At the end of the
war, Colonel Jonathan Merriam brought Osborne to Illinois and
offered him an opportunity for education. Racial prejudice in the
schools limited his chances, so Merriam arranged for his young ward
to register at Wheaton College in 1869.

Osborne received his B.A. in 1876 and accepted a teaching position
in a colored school in northeastern Missouri. Soon he married and
became active in the African Methodist Episcopal Church. He
received an M.A. from Wheaton’s short-lived seminary in 1879, and
was ordained by the AME church in 1880. Osborne rose quickly in
the ranks of the rapidly growing Black denomination.An able
preacher, he served churches in Missouri; Helena, Montana; Omaha,
Nebraska; and Seattle,Washington, before concluding his ministry in
Kansas City.

Osborne’s long-standing commitment to Black education made
him a valued member of the board of Wilberforce University. Known
as a “little giant,” he also encouraged informal adult education by
establishing literary societies in each of his churches.

(Excerpted from a paper Dr. Blumhofer presented on December 5,

2003, at the Illinois Historical Society in Springfield, Illinois.)

Photos and images courtesy of the Wheaton College Archives and

Special Collections



ost people understand the influence a true teacher can have.
And many remember at least one teacher who shaped their thinking, or
perhaps sparked their interest in a chosen field.

For President James Garfield, this teacher was Mark Hopkins.“Give
me a log hut, with only a simple bench, Mark Hopkins on one end and
I on the other,” said Garfield,“and you may have all the buildings,
apparatus, and libraries without him.”

If our teachers are our most valuable resource, finding these gifted
souls is perhaps the greatest challenge of every college and university.

At Wheaton, the art of teaching involves more than at most colleges
and universities, presenting an even bigger challenge. In addition to
teaching, scholarship, and service to the institution,Wheaton’s professors
must offer a fourth dimension—that of spiritual modeling and
nurturing. Says Provost Stan Jones,“Teaching at Wheaton also means
serving as an effective guide in integrating faith and learning—
encouraging the spiritual growth of students in a multitude of ways.”
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This guidance and spiritual encouragement does not mean that
Wheaton’s faculty attempt to shield students from the intellectual or
practical difficulties of a life of faith. Dr. Jones explains,“If we shield our
students, we leave them weak and vulnerable. Our faculty are here to
partner with students, and to shepherd them on their journey.”

In order to find faculty with this diverse array of skills, the application
process is rigorous.All faculty members must sign Wheaton’s “Statement
of Faith,” in addition to going through a multi-level interview process,
and answering several key application essays. Dr. Jones explains,“Our
application essays are looked at in a substantive way…we do rule people
out right away if they haven’t answered these questions adequately.”

One of Wheaton’s most recent hires, Dr. Johann Buis, who has taught
at both the University of Georgia and Columbia College in Chicago,
describes the interview process in the following manner.“It was my most
difficult job application,” he says, adding that the essays were a challenge,
in addition to the unique system of an added campuswide faculty review

you’re hired!

M

by Katherine Halberstadt Anderson ’90
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committee.“Here, the interest was in finding someone whose scholarship
was clearly subject to his Christian worldview,” he explains.

This marriage of faith and scholarship is intended to augment rather
than limit the scope of each discipline. And while Wheaton is far from
the “publish or perish” requirements of research universities, Dr. Jones
says,“The best way for us to help faculty is to encourage their continued
scholarly research, since it is necessary to be engaged with their discipline
in order to ensure that teaching is done at the highest level.”

But though Wheaton’s standards for hiring faculty have changed little,
much has changed or is changing as the College seeks to prepare its
students for the multi-ethnic, global opportunities of tomorrow.

Increased interest in faith-based schools has led to a boom in
Wheaton’s applicant pool.And Dr. Jones says these numbers do affect
faculty indirectly, since top professors are often drawn by the high caliber
of Wheaton’s students. For Dr. Sandra Fullerton Joireman, for instance,
the interest and intelligence students demonstrated when she first visited

as a guest lecturer drew her to the College.
Like the widening pool of student applicants, Dr. Jones reports that the

faculty base is changing as well. In the last six years,Wheaton successfully
more than tripled its number of minority faculty. In addition, in many
disciplines recruitment of faculty has gone from a passive pursuit to a
proactive, vigorous process.“We have some departments that are
beginning to plan four years in advance for new hires,” says Dr. Jones.

Wheaton’s most recent hires illustrate the richness of experience avail-
able to students as the College taps the global community of Christians.

In the next few pages, meet three of the College’s new faculty
members—including one of the United Kingdom’s foremost bio-
ethicists, a musicology professor from South Africa, and a political science
professor with a passion for politics and development in Africa.

Within these portraits, one may glimpse a few of the people who will
sit across from Wheaton’s students—sharing the faith, ideas, and theories
that will encourage, inspire, and shape lives for decades to come.

Finding Wheaton’s faculty: What remains the same, and what’s changed?

Dr. E. David Cook, 

Arthur F. Holmes Chair of

Faith and Learning

Joined Wheaton’s faculty:

January 2003

Dr. Sandra Fullerton

Joireman, 

associate professor of

political science

and international relations

Joined Wheaton’s faculty:

September 2001

Dr. Johann Buis, 

associate professor of

musicology

Joined Wheaton’s faculty:

September 2003 



the index.
When asked about the active role she’s assumed within the campus

community, she comments,“One of my goals is to help educate a
generation of Christians who can contribute to development around the
world in a thoughtful, productive way.”

“David asks great questions,” says Dr.
Stan Gaede, President of Westmont
College, about his friend of 15 years,
Dr. David Cook, who came to
Wheaton after teaching philosophy
and medical and Christian ethics at
Oxford for 24 years.

Best known for his book The

Moral Maze, David is “the United
Kingdom’s most visible and
recognized bioethicist,” notes 

Provost Stan Jones. His voice is recognized in England, as he regularly
participated in a BBC live debate radio program named after 
his book.

Dr. Cook describes the book, still widely used at colleges and
universities throughout the United Kingdom, as “a guide to Christian
ethics.” On the show, he provided the Christian viewpoint, debating
topics as wide-ranging as the war in Iraq, the death of Diana, and
euthanasia.

In fact, it was after a debate over euthanasia that Dr. Cook witnessed
firsthand the influence of the media on secular culture.“I spoke with
the editor of the London Times, and he said that after listening to the
show, he had decided to change his mind, and also the stance of the
paper, to a more conservative view on euthanasia,” he explains.

Dr. Cook hopes to finish his eighth book this spring.Titled
Through the Moral Maze, it offers “a new look at Christian ethics.”
He is also working on another book that will approach the subject of
contraception from an evangelical standpoint.

After teaching at Wheaton for one year, the philosopher is
beginning to examine the Christian community in America.
He queries,“What does it really mean to be a Christian community?
In the UK less than 1 in 10 people go to church on Sunday,
and yet the evangelical voice is regularly heard or consulted.”
(Dr. Cook himself works with the British government, serving on a
regulatory authority, and is one of the archbishops’ advisors on
medical ethics.) 

“Yet in America, I don’t see this voice in terms of legislation or in
terms of transforming individuals in society. . . . Is it a failure of the
wider evangelical community to be salt and light? Are we living in a
bubble, having created our own alternative Christian channels? I don’t
attempt to have the answers, I’m just thinking aloud, really.”

It is this very ability to raise questions that President Gaede believes

Dr. Sandra Fullerton Joireman

remembers the first class she took
in African politics.“I guarantee you
a coup this semester,” her professor
predicted.

“Sure enough,” Dr. Joireman
says,“in week two of the semester,
a Nigerian government was
overthrown.” So began her interest
in international politics.

Just a few years later, she went to
Liberia on a short-term missions trip, before civil war broke out.“I
was young, but it was clear that there was much afoot in the country
that was ill,” she says, adding that during her stay, she developed
friendships that endure to this day.

That trip also solidified her growing interest in African politics.
“Learning about this authoritarian form of government, meeting
academics and scholars who chose to make the incredible investment
of teaching in Liberia, and seeing the vibrancy of Christianity there. . .
these are a few of the things that pulled me in,” she says.

Since that time, she has spent much of her career studying and
writing about African government. Her first book, titled Property

Rights and Political Development in Ethiopia and Eritrea, came
after a year of research and “traveling around the countryside,” funded
by a Fulbright Scholarship.

Dr. Donald Crummey, professor of history at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, recently reviewed the book in Africa

Today. He writes,“Property rights are a well-established domain
within Ethiopian studies . . . yet it appears from this well-documented
and thoughtfully reasoned study that we still have much to learn.”

With her first book published, Dr. Joireman came to Wheaton as a
guest lecturer. She remembers “being impressed by the number of
questions and the interest that students had in Africa and in
development.”

Since she began teaching at Wheaton, she’s been actively involved
with students on many levels. She serves as the advisor for the model
United Nations club, works alongside students at a community AIDS
group, and lobbied with students for the passage of the global AIDS
bill. Each summer, she visits HNGR students. (The Human Needs
and Global Resources program is a cross-cultural service and learning
program in the two-thirds world.)

In the summer of 2002, she visited a student in Rwanda.“I was
interested in the Gacaca courts, and the student and I ended up
writing a paper on these genocide courts and their effect on long-
term conflict resolution in Rwanda,” she says, noting that the paper
will soon be published in African Affairs journal.

Her second book, Nationalism and Political Identity, came out 
last month, and Dr. Joireman notes that many of her students 
contributed to the text, helping to write text boxes and working on 

Where does
international
development
begin?

Are we 
raising the 
right 
questions?
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will directly benefit Wheaton students. Says Dr. Gaede,“David has
forced me to think more carefully about some of my own conclusions
in the area of ethics. His strength is to raise the questions that force
you to go a bit deeper . . . . He has forced many people not just to
take Christian thinking more seriously, but also to show the deficit of
ethical thinking without Christian influence.”

“One should not shun pain and
suffering, but in the process, learn of
God’s grace,” says Dr. Johann Buis, a
musicology professor for the past 
14 years. Buis grew up a Black South
African under Apartheid; an oboe player,
he was one of the first to help integrate
the Cape Town Symphony Orchestra.

In exile for 13 years from the country
of his birth for his anti-Apartheid
activism, Dr. Buis believes that today he

is “richer for the challenges in life, knowing that he can draw on God to
transcend them.” He returned to Cape Town last summer for the first
time.“There was tremendous joy in seeing a new South Africa . . . the
way I had dreamt of it,” he says. But mixed with this joy was the sadness
of seeing the after-effects of a country “brought to its knees
economically by sanctions.”

Dr. Buis hopes to revisit his homeland—with a group of Wheaton

Why 
return to
South
Africa?

students.There, he says,“I will be able to introduce them to some of
Africa’s richest music . . . to the land that brought us Miriam Makeba,
Ladysmith Black Mambazo, and Hugh Masekela, among others.We will
see how European music has had an impact in urban Cape Town, and also
attend a rural worship service that’s alive with the indigenous music that
gave comfort to people during the struggle of Apartheid, and even now
continues to give comfort during the trying times of AIDS and poverty. It
will be interesting for students to see how the transforming power of the
gospel transcends culture,” he says with characteristic enthusiasm.

Friend and colleague Dr. David Haas worked with Dr. Buis for eight
years at the University of Georgia. He says,“Johann is certainly a
visionary.Within a few years, he was bringing artists [to the university]
from around the world, facilitating concerts, and organizing informal get-
togethers where students could interact with the musicians.”

As a graduate student, Dr. Buis focused his dissertation on the early
music revival movement. He is the co-author of Shout Because You’re

Free: The African American Ring Shout Tradition in Coastal Georgia, and
is currently collaborating on two more books.The first will explore
African music globalization and the Christian experience, attempting to
answer the question,“Are we silencing the voice of the indigenous
Christian worshiper?”The second book looks at music as translation, to
see how Africans reinterpret the music of African-Americans.

Dr. Haas believes Dr. Buis’s greatest gifts are his enthusiasm and skill as a
teacher.“He is expert at connecting any work of music to a particular
student. And there is an expressiveness and passion aroused whenever he
talks about music—that’s contagious.”

Dr. Sandra Fullerton Joireman, Dr. E. David Cook, Dr. Johann Buis 
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t’s a century-old, nondescript, red brick building a couple of blocks from the center of

town. Commuters pass by in countless numbers every day heading west on New York

Street, without a second thought as to what is unusual about this very usual fixture of the

urban landscape. But to those who know the Wayside Cross Ministries and its mission,

this is far from just another building. And to the residents of Aurora, where the needs of

the urban community increase with the population, theirs is not just another town.

For 75 years,Wayside Cross staff and volunteers have fed the hungry, clothed the naked,

sheltered strangers, visited prisoners, and proclaimed the gospel to the poor of Illinois’

second largest city—improving and transforming the lives of many Aurora residents.

Room at the Cross

The 75-year legacy of Wayside Cross Ministries was built 

by “living stones” — many of whom realized the value of serving

Christ and His kingdom as Wheaton students.

by Jessica L.Allen

Vacation Bible School students stand

outside of the Wayside Cross building

at 41 East New York Street in 1944.

I
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Upper left: “You have to treasure

those situations in which God

really transforms a life—that is

the exception, not the rule,” says

Randy (left).

Lower right: Rick, (far right) a

Master’s Touch graduate, now works

at Wayside. 

choose to continue the program, find outside work, or come aboard as
staff members. Lifespring Center is a similar one-year program for single
women and single mothers and their children.

“Our goal is to help people live independently, but at the same time,
teach them to be dependent on Christ,” says Esther Wong, the assistant
director of Lifespring Center (and wife of Philip Wong ’80, M.A. ’89).

Spencer Sawyer ’53, board president from 1992-94, stresses that people
need to be rehabilitated spiritually in order to be returned to society as
whole, effective people.

“There are other places that can provide food or a bed, but we’re the
only ones in the Aurora area that provide the whole dimension,”
he says. Still, he agrees that a person’s basic needs must be provided for
before the spiritual element can be addressed.

The staff of Wayside Cross reflects the population it serves.About 
50 percent are African-American, 40 percent Caucasian, and 10 percent
Hispanic. Some 80 percent have served prison sentences.

There are currently 17 or 18 program graduates on staff.“We have one

For the past 50 years,Wheaton alumni have led the ministry. Paul
Johannaber ’49 served as superintendent for 30 years before retiring in
1984. He supervised Wayside’s expansion to its present location, added
two resale stores and a Christian bookstore, and established women’s
quarters. Under Paul’s leadership,Wheaton trustee Irwin Killian also
served as board president, from 1960-62.

What began as a rescue mission for transient men in June 1928 has
now grown into six distinct ministries that target the holistic needs of 
a diverse population.These ministries include job training, tutoring
programs, and recreational activities for youth; a prison ministry; a work
program; long-term discipleship programs; a ministry for single women
and mothers; and a satellite facility in Elgin.

Each individual ministry is designed to address people’s physical,
spiritual, and emotional needs. For instance, Master’s Touch is a six-
month discipleship program through which indigent men receive food
and housing, are trained in practical and vocational skills, and learn about
the love of Christ.At the end of this time, they are reevaluated and can
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man named Rick who came in as an alcoholic in the fall of 2002,”
recalls Randy Tomassi M.A. ’02, director of Master’s Touch.“He not only
completed the program, but spent an additional six months in the post-
graduate resident assistant program.We hired him as resident staff, and
today he’s sober—giving all of the glory to God. He is an exhibit of a
changed life, and he can go out and give the kind of testimony that is
unique, and that can relate to residents in a way that I personally cannot.”

ayne Greenwalt ’63, executive director of the ministry
since 1984, acknowledges that enlisting the help 
of program graduates, as well as volunteers and local
churches, has been instrumental to the growth of 
the ministry.“Our success has come from involving 

the people of God who use their gifts, time, and energy to come
alongside our staff and assist in God’s work,” he explains.

“If you want to help our ministry, it’s not just ‘send me a check and
pray for me.’ Do you have a washing machine or a piece of furniture to
donate? Do you have a building skill? Do you have computer skills? 
Do you want to coach youth? The opportunities to serve God are
tremendous here.”

Since Wayne’s arrival,Wayside has continued to
expand, introducing an employee benefit program and
a new development division. Longtime Wayside board
member Spence Sawyer remarks, “The longer I am
around and see the results of what was sown into this
ministry, the more respect I have for men like Paul
Johannaber and Wayne Greenwalt, who have given
their lives so sacrificially for the mission.”

As a boy with aspirations to preach,Wayne never
imagined he would work at a place like Wayside.“My
experience at Wheaton was foundational to my
getting involved in urban ministry,” he says.“As a
student I was actively involved in Christian service
and the volunteer program working with the [former]

skid row ministry, which was where I gained a heart for ministry to the
poor.”

Randy also cites his Wheaton education as instrumental preparation.
“This is a Bible-based program, and the residents look to me as their
pastor in many ways,” he explains.“I’ve learned the rigors of sound biblical
exegesis and research methodology, having studied at Wheaton under
professors Doug Moo, Greg Beale, and Julius Scott, who are some of the
finest evangelical theologians in the world.”

David Jones ’03 and Daniel Chavez ’03 are two more who discovered a
heart for inner-city ministry in class. David was so intrigued by a course
he took on urban sociology with professor Henry Allen ’77, that he
volunteered to work with “Summer in the City,” a division of Wayside’s
Urban Youth Ministry. Daniel is pursuing a master’s degree in theology
and spending the spring semester interning with Wayside’s prison ministry.
“The church should be ministering to those who need it most—the drug
addicts, the homeless—people who don’t really have a chance,” Daniel says.

Wayne shares that vision.“Jesus ministered to the poor and needy by
the wayside, and it’s a great privilege for us to do what Christ did.”

W

“If you want to help our ministry, it’s not just ‘send me a check and pray for me.’ Do you have a washing
machine or a piece of furniture to donate? Do you have a building skill? Do you have computer skills? ”

Top: Wayne Greenwalt (left) and

Randy Tomassi (right) agree that the

focus of Wayside Cross Ministries

is the discipleship and development

of people. 

Bottom: Members of the Master’s 

Touch program learn to study the

Bible as well as apply its lessons in

daily life.
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President
Charles V. Hogren ’58
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Robert D. Dye ’73

Past President
A. Thomas Paulsen ’70

Executive Director
Marilee A. Melvin ’72

Professor Emeritus
LeRoy H. Pfund ’49

Alumni Trustee
Representatives
Robert D. Dye ’73
Charles V. Hogren ’58
A. Thomas Paulsen ’70

Board of Directors

Serving through 2004
Susan Fitzwilliam Alford ’77
William R. Alford ’78
Ruth E. Bamford ’50
C. Kevin Bell ’81
Carol McEwing Harding ’68
Barbara Anderson Kay ’83, M.A. ’93
Jennifer Fichera Moo ’02
Estella Moore Tolbert ’82

Serving through 2005
Daniel R. Branda ’61
Frederick W. Claybrook, Jr. ’73
Laurelyn Domeck Claybrook ’73
Carlene Ellis Ellerman ’77
Matthew C. Hsieh ’93
Tanya N. Oxley ’03
Judith Hamer Whitecotton ’64

Serving through 2006
Paul T. Armerding ’75
E. Susanne Francis-Thornton ’95
William E. Orris, Jr. ’85
Charles W. Schoenherr ’50
Sean P. Shimmel ’91

Charles V. Hogren ’58

President, 

Wheaton College Alumni

Association

Read the full text of 

the Chicago Declaration at

www.esa-online.org.

Back in the sixties, my pastor at Chicago’s LaSalle Street Church,

William H. (Bill) Leslie, ’54, M.Div. ’61 took a stand on an issue that

some Protestants considered radical: Christians are called not only to

evangelize the world, but also to defend the social and economic

rights of the poor and oppressed.Years before, in 1947, Carl F. H.

Henry ’38, M.A. ’41, Litt.D. ’68 also had advocated the return of the

evangelical social mission in The Uneasy Conscience of Modern Fundamentalism, but

the concept was met with some resistance from both liberals and conservatives.

A breakthough came in November 1973, when 53 evangelical leaders met at

the Wabash YMCA in Chicago, intent that the church reclaim its role in

promoting social justice. Many of the participants were Wheaton alumni,

including Bill Leslie; Carl Henry; Joseph Bayly ’41; Ruth Bentley ’55, M.A. ’58

(now a Wheaton trustee); Nancy Hardesty ’56;Walden Howard ’36; Robert Tad

Lehe ’71, Stephen Mott ’62, M.Div. ’65, and John Perkins LL.D. ’80.The

outcome of the meeting was the “Chicago Declaration of Evangelical Social

Concern,” eleven paragraphs boldly stating that God requires justice and abounds

in mercy, but that Christians have fallen far short of His demands.

I remember Bill’s returning to church that weekend and triumphantly

posting the Declaration with 53 signatures on the narthex wall. His was no

longer a voice in the wilderness. His church was part of a movement.

The Chicago Declaration became the impetus for the founding of

Evangelicals for Social Action (ESA) and other like-minded organizations. It

brought about countless programs for the poor, including housing, education,

jobs, family and job counseling, legal aid (in which I had a part), health care,

thrift and food stores, and homeless shelters.The Declaration continues to

energize social action. In 1992, John Perkins LL.D. ’80 and Wayne Gordon ’75

founded the Christian Community Development Association, which serves more

than 500 members.Wayne continues as its board chairman and president.

I celebrate the influence Wheaton alumni have had in ministries and

vocations that serve “the least of these.”And I am reminded to thank you for the

prayer and financial support you provide Wheaton, which enables the College to

educate Christian men and women who will keep the Declaration alive and well.

THE PURPOSE  OF  THE  WHEATON COLLEGE  ALUMNI  ASSOCIATION I S  TO UNITE  ALL  ALUMNI  OF

WHEATON COLLEGE  INTO A  COMPACT ORGANIZATION FOR EFFECTIVE  COMMUNICATION WITH

EACH OTHER AND WITH THE COLLEGE , TO ARRANGE ALUMNI  REUNIONS, TO ENCOURAGE THE

FORMATION OF  WHEATON CLUBS  THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, TO FOSTER AND PERPETUATE

ENTHUSIASM FOR THE COLLEGE  AND FELLOW ALUMNI , AND TO PROMOTE ALUMNI  GIV ING.
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Vision in the Twin Cities 

Did you know that one of the largest
Wheaton alumni populations lives in
Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN? Wheaton
alumni in the Twin Cities have caught
the vision for how to connect and
strengthen their bonds with more than
1,200 local Wheaton households and
with the College.

Todd ’87 and Kirstin Lindquist ’87 lead
the Wheaton Club planning committee
with Steve O’Neil ’89, Upper School
Principal at Minnehaha Academy, and
several others.Todd says the purpose of
the Club is to “invigorate” alumni

relationships.“We want to support
Wheaton through events, prayer, and
fiscal opportunities, and to stay in
communication with what’s going on, so
we can give the youth in this area
exposure to the College.”As a tennis
player at Wheaton, he recounts his
experience with the athletic team and
coaches as teaching “lessons that last a
lifetime.” Many alumni would echo his
sentiments that “when you lie awake at
night, and think about some of the
highlights of your life, those would be
moments I remember. [Wheaton] is a
special place. . . . I think it’s almost a
universal feeling of camaraderie, support,
and fellowship—not only through the
College, but also through Jesus Christ.”

Three events brought the Twin Cities’
Wheaton family together this year. Coach
Joe Bean and the men’s soccer team
received a warm reception from local
Wheatonites when they played—and
soundly defeated—Macalester College in
October.About a month later, the
Wheaton Club organized a pre-game
pizza party and cheered the Thunder
men’s basketball team on to victory at
Northwestern College in St. Paul.
In early March, President Litfin spoke at
Wheaton Club dinners in the Twin 
Cities and Rochester, MN.

Connecting in South Central

Pennsylvania

“Look for the RV with blue and orange
banners and 30-foot high balloons!”
That’s how you would have found the
Wheaton Club event at Messiah College
before and after the women’s soccer game

w h e a t o n

Wheaton Clubs Bring 

Wheaton to You 

Time, energy, and care.This is the

investment that alumni, parents and

friends contribute to bring the Wheaton

family together around the country 

each year through local Wheaton Clubs.

Volunteers organized events in more

than 30 cities this spring.Attend 

a Club event to reconnect with

Wheaton friends, or experience the joy

of being part of this ministry by joining

a Club committee in your area.

Wheaton Clubs 
Spring 2004 Schedule

Albuquerque, NM March 6

Atlanta, GA April 17

Birmingham, AL April 16

Bryan, TX April 24

Buena Vista, CO March 6

Champaign, IL March 12

Cleveland, OH* March 6

Colorado Springs, CO March 5

Columbia, SC March 6

Detroit, MI  March 6

Houston, TX April 23

Indianapolis, IN* March 14

Lancaster, PA* March 11

Minneapolis, MN March 12

Nashville, TN April 17 

Wyckoff, NJ* March 9

New York City, NY* March 10 

Orange County, CA March 13

Phoenix, AZ March 5

Portland, OR    March 5

Providence, RI* March 8

Raleigh, NC March 5

Riverside, CA March 14

Rochester, MN March 13

Sacramento March 9 

St. Louis, MO  March 16

San Diego, CA March 12

San Jose, CA  March 6

Seattle, WA March 6

Walnut Creek, CA March 5

Washington DC March 6

Wilmore, KY April 16

*Men’s Glee Club concerts & 

Wheaton Club receptions

CLUBS



in the fall. John ’71 and Dee Hobrle
hosted a tailgate party for the Wheaton
family during a busy, soggy
Homecoming Weekend on Messiah’s
campus. Dr. Hudson ’41 and Miriam
Armerding ’42 greeted alumni, and the
highly ranked soccer teams did not
disappoint the enthusiastic crowd of
more than 100 Wheaton supporters,
battling to a 1-1 overtime finish.

South central Pennsylvania also wel-
comed President Duane and Sherri
Litfin as guests to the 23rd annual Mid-
Atlantic Retreat in Fayetteville, PA.The
three-day retreat was filled with

worship—“singing, as only Wheaties
can,” according to John—fellowship,
good food, and an afternoon of activities
in the local area. Dr.Armerding provided
inspiring teaching with a multi-session
study on “amazing grace.” Retreat guests
viewed a special presentation of the new
documentary “Beyond the Gates of
Splendor” that illustrates God’s amazing
grace in the lives of the Auca people
today, 50 years after the missionaries
were martyred for the gospel.

Mark Your Calendars 

to attend the 2004 Mid-Atlantic Retreat,
November 12-14. Come be blessed
through fellowship with the Wheaton
family from across the Northeast.

Want to Find Alumni Near You?

Visit the Alumni Online Community at
www.wheatonalumni.org and search the
online directory by city,
state/province/country, class year, and
other criteria using the “Advanced
Search” capabilities.Wherever you live,
you may be surprised to find other
Wheaton alumni nearby!

Connect with Wheaton 
Regardless of where you live around the

world, we want to help you connect

with the Wheaton family in your area.

For information about athletic events,

concerts, and receptions planned in a

city near you, please contact the alumni

office at 630/752-5047 or by e-mail 

at clubs@wheaton.edu, or visit the Clubs

page on the alumni web site at

www.wheaton.edu/alumni/clubs.

W heaton 
College 
Alumni 
Association 
Tour

April 2-16,

2004
June 4-18, 2004

Contact:
The Alumni
Office or
Footstep
Ministries

Following the
footsteps of
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The Online Community services will
continue to be improved and enhanced
to meet the communication and
relational needs of Wheaton alumni.We
encourage you to visit the site at
www.wheatonalumni.org and send us
feedback on how you would like the site
to develop in the future.
Alumni who used wheaton.alumlink.com

accounts were notified by e-mail of the

discontinuation of the full e-mail account

service on March 1. If you were affected

by this change and need assistance

establishing another e-mail account (with

your Internet Service Provider or 

Web-based service), please contact the

Alumni office at 630/752-5047.

In January, the Alumni Association
unveiled the future of the Alumni
Association: a new and improved Alumni
Online Community.The Association
initially launched the Online
Community in the fall of 1999. Since
then, more than 8,500 Wheaton 
alumni have registered to use the online
alumni directory, career resources, and
class notes pages.

The new site has vastly improved these
popular services. For example, the online
directory now includes the entire alumni
population, so now you can search for
any classmate’s contact information, view
current photos, read about recent events
in their lives, and even send e-mail—

while preserving classmate privacy to
information they do not wish to share.

“After months of research and input
from alumni, we have designed a ‘virtual’
community that we believe establishes a
solid foundation upon which to build
effective communications and
connections with alumni and the
College in the future,” says Ben
Nordstrom ’94, director of alumni
programs.“The design is simple and
clean.The registration process is easy and
automated.And the services are better
than ever. Our objective is to create a
Community that both provides useful
resources and is an enjoyable experience
for alumni.”

New and Improved: WheatonAlumni.org

ALUMNIc o n n e c t i o n s

@YourName@wheatonalumni.org 

Better than a sweatshirt or coffee mug—you

can now identify yourself “virtually” as a

Wheaton alumnus!  The redesigned Alumni

Online Community features a customizable

e-mail forwarding address that allows you to 

create an electronic identity at

www.wheatonalumni.org (under the “Online

Services” menu option). E-mail forwarding

gives you, as a Wheaton alumnus, the

flexibility to publicize an e-mail address that

is constant, even if you change your home or

business e-mail provider. You can update 

the destination address to where 

your wheatonalumni.org e-mail will 

be forwarded at any time. Visit

www.wheatonalumni.org today to identify

yourself as a member of the Wheaton

College family. 
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We invite you to come and enjoy the all-alumni and class 

reunions events planned for Alumni Weekend. We look forward to

seeing you.  

Schedule of Events

Friday, May 7, 2004

9 a.m. – 5 p.m. Alumni Reunion Central

12 p.m. Heritage Society Lunch

3 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. Alumni Symposium, 

“Relational Power”

4:30 p.m. Urban Ministry Reception

8 p.m. Festival of Faith Concert

Saturday, May 8, 2004

8 a.m. – 11 a.m. Alumni Reunion Central

8 a.m. Wheaton Associates Breakfast

9:00 a.m. Women’s PE Majors Reunion

9:30 a.m. – 11 a.m. “Treasures of Wheaton” Lecture

11 a.m. Alumni Punch Reception

11:30 a.m. Alumni Celebration Luncheon

3 p.m. Graduate School Commencement

8 p.m. “Beyond the Gates of Splendor” 

Film  Presentation

Sunday, May 9, 2004

7 a.m. – 9 a.m. Continental Breakfast

9 a.m. Baccalaureate Service

10 a.m. – 1 p.m. Commencement Buffet

12 p.m. ROTC Commissioning Service

3 p.m. Undergraduate Commencement

Alumni of the Year for Distinguished Service to Society:  

Dr. Harold Adolph ’54 and Mrs. Bonnie Jo Adelsman Adolph ‘55

Check out www.wheaton.edu/alumni/reunions for a

complete listing of Alumni Weekend 2004 events and to

register on-line. Registration deadline is April 23, 2004.

alumni weekend
May 6-9, 2004
Perseverance:
Rejoice in Hope
Classes commemorating reunions this spring:

75th – Class of 1929

70th – Class of 1934

65th – Class of 1939 Chair: Violet Bergquist-Redding

60th – Class of 1944 Chair: Bob Baptista

55th – Class of 1949 Chair: Dick & Julie Sieker Gerig

50th – Class of 1954 Chair: Ray Smith

45th – Class of 1959 Co-Chairs: Richard & Marge Gieser, Ruth Flesvig Gibson

40th – Class of 1964 Chair: Alf Logan

35th – Class of 1969 Chair: Carole Jane Wright Paulsen

30th – Class of 1974 Chair: Dan Michel
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In the 2003-2004 year, board members
began a pilot project to mentor 
Wheaton students, in partnership with
the Student Development office.

Each year, alumni can vote through a
printed ballot to elect one third of the

host several dinners each year for
student leaders and minister to them
through prayer and mentoring

plan an Alumni Symposium
during Alumni Weekend in the
spring 

Called to Serve
by Marilee A. Melvin ’72

Vice President for Alumni Relations

Why do studies that rank colleges often
use alumni participation as a criterion?
Because the gifts in dollars and volunteer
hours given to an alma mater reflect 
the value alumni place on their college
experience.

Wheaton enjoys a long history of
alumni involvement. Last year 11,283
alumni gave $7,954,269; and hundreds
together gave more than 6,000 hours
serving on reunion committees,
Wheaton Clubs, the alumni board, and
as class webmasters. Many more give and
work sacrificially behind the scenes.

Over the decades, the several hundred
alumni volunteers elected to the Alumni
Association’s board of directors have
been liaisons for alumni to the College,
and from the College to alumni. Each
year, every board member serves on
several committees that:

give financial grants to faculty
members and scholarships 
to students for their senior year 

select individuals as Alumni of the
Year for “distinguished service”

contribute to the Reunion 
and Wheaton Club programs
through creative ideas, volun-
teering as staff, and identifying
volunteer leadership

serve as a focus group for the
Alumni Relations and
Advancement divisions to discuss
programs and marketing to alumni 

WHEATON ALUMNI

“Westgate”, the former home of

three of Wheaton’s seven

presidents, has housed the

Alumni Association offices

since 1980, when they were

moved from Blanchard Hall.

Built by former trustee John M.

Oury, Westgate was bought in

1936 to serve as a president’s 

home, purchased with the help

of students from the Classes 

of 1937 and 1939.

Wheaton students from the

1930s through the 1970s 

can recall prayer meetings in

the Westgate living room,

which is still the place for many

prayer meetings of today’s

alumni volunteers. Westgate

was named because it stands

across from the west gate 

of campus, built by the Class of

1938.

Photo taken from Blanchard’s

tower, in the early 1940s by 

John Horsey ’43.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Westgate 

a s s o c i a t i o n
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community together in a supportive
network.”

In addition to president-elect, this
year’s slate balances out the board by
including candidates representing three
decades, the “Middle States,” and the
Graduate School. In late April, the
student president of the Class of 2004
will nominate an individual from the
graduating class to serve a two-year term
on the board as a “young alumni
representative.”

“We’re pleased with this year’s slate of
nominees, and we appreciate each
person’s interest to serve the alumni of
Wheaton College,” says Bob Dye ’73, the
current president-elect and chair of the
nominating committee.

A board position with the Alumni
Association is no small commitment.
Those elected president-elect serve a
minimum of six years: two as president-
elect, two as president, and two as past-
president—in addition to the years served
previously as a regular board member.
But at a College where the trustees serve
ten-year terms, this is not considered a lot
of volunteer time!

One of the primary projects for the
incoming board will be to review 
its constitution and bylaws over the next
two years. Plans are underway to revise
that document to include international
alumni representation on the board.

Each individual on the 2004 alumni
board election slate would make an
outstanding volunteer leader.Those of
you who are alumni—send in your vote
today. Select whom you want to 
represent you on this important board.

volunteers to be placed on the ballot 
for the election. Special care is taken to
ensure that candidates represent various
decades; both genders; differing church,
professional, and ethnic backgrounds; and
vocational interests.The president-elect
chairs the nominating committee, and
with the advice and counsel of others,
recruits two current board members to
run for the office of president-elect.

Both of this year’s candidates for
president-elect, Matthew Hsieh ’93 and
Barbara Anderson Kay ’83, M.A. ’93,
represent the broad interests and
backgrounds of the alumni community.

Matthew, a family practice physician,
“looks forward to continuing [his]
service on the alumni board” and is
“passionate about involving young
alumni and current students in the

alumni community.” His vision is “to
develop meaningful programs that
demonstrate the relevance of alumni to
Wheaton today.”

Barbara, an executive coach and
corporate trainer, says that “connecting to
Wheaton alumni through my work on
the alumni board has been deeply
enriching.” It is her desire “to strengthen
the level of connection for alumni by
advancing new relationships through the
Online Community and outreach
programs that bring the whole alumni

board, whose members serve three-year
terms; every other year, they elect the
board’s leadership. Ballots are delivered to
35,000 Wheaton alumni, including 1,700
alumni living internationally (during
president-elect ballot years).The 
alumni staff is considering handling the
election through the Alumni Online
Community in the future.

The alumni board is governed by a
constitution and bylaws that reflect the
Association’s values and mission.
The president of the Alumni Association
serves a two-year term and is the
Association’s representative to the
College’s board of trustees.Although not
a voting member, he or she represents
the concerns of alumni to the trustees
and participates in discussions.

The current alumni board president,

Chuck Hogren ’58, reflects,“I am
impressed with the trustees’ prayerful
approach to every issue and their 
awareness of their responsibility to the
College community.The alumni 
board president has the opportunity 
to present suggestions from an alumni
perspective that might have been
otherwise overlooked.”

The Association’s constitution and 
bylaws require that the alumni board
perpetuate itself.A nominating
committee identifies and recruits alumni

save the date
homecoming october 1-2, 2004

Look for information in your mail, 
or call the Alumni office at 630.752.5047

Mark your calendar now for Homecoming 2004. 

Reunion
Classes 1979, 1984, 1989, 1994, 1999

Cluster Reunion 2002, 2003, 2004

Special Event: Beamer Student Center 
Dedication

Both of this year’s candidates for president-elect, 

Matthew Hsieh ’93 and Barbara Anderson Kay ’83,

M.A. ’93, represent the broad interests 

and backgrounds of the alumni community.
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It was the fall of 2002 and Pete Galde ’65 was

running out of time. 

In 2001 his doctors had discovered his kidneys

were failing. Although prayer and alternative

medicine helped him to function on a daily basis,

Pete, his wife Kathy, and his doctors all knew

that he would soon need a transplant or dialysis.

By October, two family friends offered their kid-

neys, but neither option was feasible. So Pete

and his family continued what they’d been doing

all along— they prayed.

Later that month, Pete’s family surprised him

for his 60th birthday with a visit from Gil Hoffer

’65, his Wheaton College roommate and close

friend. As they reconnected, Pete explained his

dilemma. 

Gil recalls, “I had told him a year before that I

would give him my kidney,” Gil recalls. “So, I

looked at him and said, ‘Pete, it’s time—before

you have to start dialysis.’” 

Before returning to Philadelphia, he and Pete

underwent testing to see if Gil could be a donor.

Incredibly, everything from their blood types to

their immune systems matched almost perfectly.

In January 2003, Pete and Gil checked into the

University of California at San Francisco

Medical Center to undergo the procedure. Right

before surgery, the medical team’s cardiologist

decided to test Pete’s heart, since a stent had

been put in place a year and a half earlier.

Though Pete had not experienced any complica-

tions, the doctor wanted to be certain. What

began as a fairly routine test quickly escalated

into a four-hour heart attack. 

“An attack would have been fatal had the

surgery been in progress,” wrote Pete in a letter

to friends. “Gil could have lost his kidney, and I a

bit more.” 

Six months later, Gil returned to San

Francisco and the transplant was successful.

After a few days in the hospital, Pete and Gil

spent the next two weeks recuperating at Pete’s

Milpitas home. 

The long-term recovery process has not been

without its challenges—Gil felt the residual

effects of general anesthesia for two months,

and Pete’s body threatened to reject the kidney

in November—but both men feel as though

they’ve received something incredible. 

Simple 
Confidence
by Lena James Fenton ’99

“Giving this kidney to Pete was really a gift

for my children,” says Gil. “It has deepened

their understanding of the importance of rela-

tionships in life, and of God’s faithfulness to us.

Even though the outcome isn’t always certain,

His side of the equation remains constant.” 

For Pete, this experience solidifies a principle

he has built his life upon. “We knew God was

always in control of our lives. No matter what

happened, we knew this was His journey, and

He would care for us,” he says.

Gil agrees. “We all had the simple confidence

that God was working it all out— not just for me

and my family, but for Pete as well.”

(Top) Notorious on campus in the early 1960s for their road trips around

the country in Gil’s Chevy Impala, former Wheaton roommates 

Dr. Gil Hoffer and Pete Galde sit outside the University of California at

San Francisco Medical Center three days after Gil’s kidney 

was successfully removed and transplanted into Pete’s body.

(Bottom) Pete (right) hangs out with Gil (left) and ’65 classmate Robert

Herron (center) during their Wheaton days.
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Pete Galde ’65

and Gil Hoffer

’65 have shared

more than just a

Wheaton dorm

room—40 years 

later, Gil gave

Pete one of his

kidneys.
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worked alongside future residents Davin Smalls

and her two daughters. 

“We’re all homeowners, but none of us had

worked in the building trade before we connect-

ed with Habitat,” Joan said. Still, she reported

only one minor work-related injury.

“It’s amazing what just a willing spirit can do,”

Anne Welander Hansen ’65 told South Carolina’s

Coastal Observer in an October article. Her hus-

band, Dave Hansen ’63 agreed, “God’s been good

to us and it’s really nice to give something back.”

According to Joan, this has been one of the

most satisfying vacations the team has ever

taken. “The group went from skepticism on the

first day at the site to great enthusiasm by the third

day, and even went back on an unscheduled

fourth day to finish the roof,” she said.

Where will their travels take them next?  Joan

and her husband are possibly moving overseas,

but don’t expect that to hinder future vacation

plans with their Wheaton comrades. “Wheaton

has just been that common denominator that has

held us together, wherever we’ve been,” she

relates. “And everywhere we go, we find

Wheaton people. It’s the thread that runs through

our lives.”

above.  Row 1: (left to right) Joan Ball Allison ’63, Mary Balbach Ohman ’63, Rindy Burrell Bennett ’64, Carol Preedy Terjung ’62, Betty

Jervis, Sue Amsler, Jan Baker Michaelson ’64

Row 2: John Allison ’63, Dick Ohman ’63, Gerry Bennett ’63, Ron Terjung ’63, Charlie Jervis ’63, David Amsler ’63, Ron Michaelson ’63

Row 3: Davin Smalls (homeowner), Dave Hansen ’63, Anne Welander Hansen ’65G
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For a group of Wheaton alumni who spent their vaca-

tion helping build a house for Habitat for Humanity,

the words “vacation home” have new meaning. 

The group of eight alumni couples (mostly 1963

graduates) have been getting together for 40 years,

and vacationing together for nearly 20 years.

After their 25th reunion in 1988, they planned their

first excursion—a rafting trip through Colorado.

Since then, every two to three years they reunite for

another adventure. In September 2001, they treated

themselves to a barge trip in France. 

“It was really pampering,” said Joan Ball Allison

’63, which was one reason why she suggested that

this time they do something different. Combining a

service project with their vacation stay at Pawley’s

Island, South Carolina, the group volunteered to

help build a house with Habitat for Humanity.

Joan admitted, “After getting a reluctant okay

from the group, I made contact with Habitat, and

Charlie ’63 and Betty Jervis arranged the vacation

aspects of the trip.” The Allisons were living in

Hong Kong at the time, and the other couples were

spread across the country—from California,

Illinois, and Missouri to Pennsylvania, New

Hampshire, and North Carolina. They spent three

and a half days on the project last September, and

Eight alumni couples

have built more 

than just friendships

over the years.

Vacation
Home
by Jessica L. Allen
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What holds your attention are their eyes.

The early photographs show boys sitting on

sidewalks, crouched against walls, with torn

clothes hanging from gaunt frames. Their eyes

are wary, their gazes anesthetized by drugs and

by the adult-sized sorrows they have grown

accustomed to bearing. 

The same boys appear in more recent pic-

tures, faces evolving to unveil the men they will

be. Their bodies are taller; shoulders broad-

ened. They are holding books, working algo-

rithms on a chalkboard, stooping low to

embrace young children. And they are looking

directly into the camera, their eyes bright. 

Their circumstances have changed. They no

longer live on the streets of Central America’s

poorest country, staving off cold, hunger, and

hopelessness by sniffing toxic glue. These 14

boys now live and work together at the Micah

Project, a group home for former street children

begun by Michael Miller ‘94 in the capital city

of Honduras. 

But something more has changed. The boys’

the Water 
of a Deep Stream
by Jennifer Grant ’89

eyes reveal that they have learned to drink that

supernatural, restorative water that Jesus

introduced to a woman at Jacob’s well—they

have come to know the presence and trans-

forming love of Jesus.

Michael was a HNGR (Human Needs and

Global Resources) intern for six months while

at Wheaton. He jokes that ten years later, he is

still doing his HNGR internship. 

“It was hands-down the most important and

formative experience in my life,” he says. “I

lived in one of Casa Alianza’s group homes with

12 street boys. Those boys became my family.”

Casa Alianza is the largest organization 

that addresses the needs of street children 

in Honduras. In the capital city of Tegulcigalpa 

(a busy, noisy place known as “Tegus” to 

its citizens), Casa Alianza estimates that 

there are 7,500 street children. Worldwide, 

the United Nations estimates that there are 

150 million street children, ranging in age from

3 to 18. 

Seventeen-year-old Oscar was once one of

these millions. Abandoned at the age of three

by his father, who took off for Miami and a bet-

ter life, Oscar still bears the scar from the stab

wound he got at age six when he tried to pick a

pocket outside of a McDonald’s. 

Oscar joined the Micah Project several

months after it opened its doors in 2000, and

now dreams of becoming a football star. 

Many others like him have not been so 

fortunate. In 1999, Casa Alianza closed its

group homes due to lack of funding, putting

many children back on the streets. 

Moved to action, Michael started the Micah

Project with the help of fellow alumna Aminah

Al-Attas ’00. From the beginning, the project’s

goal has been to “train leaders who take seri-

ously God’s command in Micah to act justly and

to love mercy, and to walk humbly with your

God.”

All the boys come from families that have

been shattered by alcoholism or drug abuse,

and—in every case—abject poverty. The boys

are home-schooled, their individual creative

interests are fostered, and the Micah Project

staff acts as spiritual mentors. The boys, in

turn, serve those in need, at soup kitchens,

4 8 S P R I N G 2 0 0 4

Like the water of a deep stream, love is always too much. . . .

In its abundance it survives our thirst.  
In the evening we come down to the shore
to drink our fill, and sleep, while it
flows through the regions of the dark.”

The Country of Marriage, Wendell Berry

“
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Michael Miller ’94



vacation Bible school camps, and elsewhere.

After they graduate, they may now move on to

the Leadership House (a new ministry) as they

begin their college careers. 

“The Micah Project cannot replace the boys’

families; we will never be the ideal situation

for these boys. However, we must look to the

Scriptures and do our best to re-create the

ideal situation of the family that these boys so

desperately need,” Michael explains. 

A single man, Michael says that he is 

beginning to understand what it means to be a

parent. “My greatest desire for the future is to

see every single Micah boy transformed into a

bold, loving servant-leader in Christ’s kingdom.

And my deepest joy is seeing that day drawing

closer when the first boys cross the threshold

into manhood.”

alumni news

To learn more about the Micah Project, or to

support its work, visit www.micahcentral.org.

In 2005, five of the Micah boys will begin 

college studies, and funds are needed to pay for

tuition. 
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The Micah Project cannot replace the boys’ families. . . .

However we must look to the Scriptures and do our best to

recreate the ideal situation of the family that these boys 

so desperately need.”

“
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evangelical orthodoxy and recommended
to Henry that he become editor. Henry
served in the position for 13 years and as
a contributor for many more.

Henry’s scope of influence exceeded
the journalistic field to include a position
as the first dean of Fuller Seminary in
Pasadena, California, among many other
seminary teaching positions, and as a
lecturer for World Vision.“The fact that
he was a leader in the early days of three
important institutions in three different
veins speaks a lot for his influence,” Noll
says.“He played a very large role in
setting a positive course that these
institutions followed.”

Henry also had a part in the formation

Celebrating a Theologian, 
Author, and Leader

WAT E RT OW N , W I S C O N S I N —

Carl F. H. Henry ’38, MA ’41, LITT. D.
’68, the first editor of Christianity Today
and an influential theologian, author, and
evangelical leader, died December 7 at his
home in Watertown,Wisconsin at age 90.
“He really was a pioneer in his
generation for deep theological
reflection and for seeking the broad
implications of theology,” says Mark Noll
’68, Carolyn and Fred McManis
Professor of Christian Thought.“He
came of age intellectually when there
were other orthodox Christian voices in
the country, but not so many in the
fundamentalist stream. I think it was self-
conscious for him to use ‘evangelical’ as a
positive presentation for what they were
trying to do rather than combative
fundamentalism.”

Henry’s lifelong career, aimed at
guiding evangelicals to engage the world
through discussion of social and cultural
problems, began on Wheaton’s campus
where he studied with many future
Christian leaders such as Billy Graham
’43, LITT. D. ’56, Harold Lindsell ’38,
Ken Taylor ’38, LITT. D. ’65, and Richard
Halverson ’39, LL. D. ’58. He also taught
journalism and typing—skills for which
he already exhibited great talent—and
met his wife, Helga Bender ’36, M.A. ’37.
In addition to his Wheaton degree,
Henry earned Th.D. and Ph.D. degrees
and was ordained as a Baptist minister.

In 1955, former classmate Billy
Graham proposed the founding of
Christianity Today as the mouthpiece for

A Soldier Sees Home 

B A G H DA D — Thanks to the media,
Capt. David Elsen ’95, stationed in
Baghdad for most of last year, got a
Christmas present he won’t soon forget.
As part of a CNBC Special Report on
families separated at Christmas during
the war, Capt. Elsen caught his first live
glimpses of son Joshua Wayne (born
while Capt. Elsen was overseas) through
a videoconferencing monitor. During 
the interview, Capt. Elsen and his 
wife, Heather, discussed the difficulty 
of being separated at such a special 
time, as well as their efforts to stay in
touch via phone and videotapes.

WHEATON ALUMNIi n  t h e  n e w s

David, Heather, and Joshua Wayne Elsen celebrate their “family reunion.”

David is now stationed at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
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vision. In his spare
time, he began both
ABCDE, a pastoral
training program in
Peru, as well as The
King’s Wings, a
ministry team of
volunteer pilots that
shuttles people and
supplies to Christian
schools, churches, and
orphanages in the
Bahamas. In fact, he
was on his way home
from the Ranfurly
Home for Children in
Nassau when the crash
occurred.

“For those of us left behind, doors
open, because everywhere Steve went, he
found a way to bring up the name of
Christ, and people remember that, and
him,” says Bruce Case, now president of
the King’s Wings, who says he would like
to see Steve’s vision fulfilled.

“I think we’d like to complete what
Steve started. . . . I don’t see the work of
either of his ministries being done until
Jesus returns,” says Case.

In addition to shuttling staff and
supplies for various ministries, the King’s
Wings also transports many of the
volunteer teams that serve on short-term
missions projects.

Steve is survived by his wife, daughters
Ashley and McKenzie, and sons Jorden
and Benji.
For more information, write: 

King’s Wings, P.O. Box 812500, 

Boca Raton, FL 33481-2500. 

discovery for Abbott Laboratories, was
honored for his contribution to creating
Kaletra, now the hottest-selling
AIDS/HIV suppressive drug in the
world, according to The Daily Herald.

Norbeck and his “dream team”
coworkers at Abbott, Dale Kempf and
Hing Sham, originally developed Kaletra
as a part of the traditional “AIDS
cocktail” but the drug alone may
someday be a replacement with less side
effects.

Missionary Pilot’s Vision Endures

B O C A  R AT O N , F L O R I DA —

Friends described the visitation for
Stephen Ross ’82, which lasted more
than five hours, as a “Steve Ross Best
Friend Convention.”

“You were only a stranger once to
him,” Steve’s wife, Julie, says.“When you
left, you left as friends. He made each
person feel like they were the most
important person in life.”

Steve went home to be with the Lord
after his plane crashed into another small
one during a missions trip to the
Bahamas last summer.

The chaplain at the Boca Raton
Christian School, Steve is remembered
for his heart for children, as well as his

and development of well-known
institutions such as the Institute for
Advanced Christian Studies and Prison
Fellowship, founded and led by Charles
Colson. He was a board member for the
Institute for Religion and Democracy
and the Ethics and Public Policy Center
in Washington D.C. Many of Henry’s
numerous published works are still in
print and have been translated for
worldwide use.

“Looking back, I think one of his
greatest contributions was the
demonstration that firm evangelical piety
can stimulate and boost strong
intellectual effort,” Noll says.“He showed
that it can be done.”

Henry is survived by his wife, Helga;
his daughter and son-in-law Carol ’65
and William Bates; his daughter-in-law
Karen Borthistle Henry Stokes ’64; four
grandchildren, including Stephen Henry
Bates ’04; and three sisters. He was
preceded in death by his son Paul ’63,
who had served as a U.S. Representative
from Michigan.

Researcher Honored for 

AIDS Drug

A B B O T T  PA R K , I L L I N O I S —

Dan Norbeck ’80, vice president of

Heroes of chemistry.

Dan Norbeck (right) and his Abbott

colleagues Hing Sham (center) and

Dale Kempf (left) were recently

named “Heroes of Chemistry” by

the National Chemical Society, the

largest scientific society in the

country.

Steve Ross
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Gene L. Green,

professor of New Testament
The Letters to the Thessalonians

(William B. Eerdman’s Publishing, 2002)
A commentary illuminating Paul’s 
letters to the Thessalonians within the
context of the first-century world,
and through an understanding of the
canon.

E. David Cook, 

Arthur Holmes Professor of Faith and
Learning
Question Time (InterVarsity Press, 2002)
An examination of a number of moral
questions that plague modern society,
and a discussion of society’s response as
well as the Christian worldview 
to themes such as violence, sexuality,
fashion and lifestyle, and the media.

Lisa Graham McMinn,

associate professor of sociology and
anthropology
Sexuality and Holy Longing

(Jossey-Bass, 2004)
A guide to understanding sexuality and
gender roles in a world bombarded 
with mixed messages overshadowing the
Christian perspective.

Bruce Ellis Benson, 

associate professor of philosophy
The Improvisation of Musical Dialogue

(Cambridge University Press, 2003)
A discussion of the creative process that
categorizes composers, performers, and
listeners as improvisers, and defines music
making as an improvisation involving
continual creation and recreation.

Bruce Ellis Benson, 

associate professor of philosophy
Graven Ideologies

(InterVarsity Press, 2002)
An enlightening survey of key post-
modern thinkers and modern
philosophers on the concept of idolatry,
and about man’s tendency to create 
God in his image.

Scott J. Hafeman,

Gerald F. Hawthorne Professor of New
Testament Greek and Exegesis, editor
Biblical Theology

(InterVarsity Press, 2002)
A collection of essays evaluating the past,
present, and future of biblical 
theology, using developments in New
Testament studies to understand 
both biblical authors and their texts.

Recommended Reading from

Wheaton’s faculty

Although the primary role of a Wheaton professor 

is that of teacher, our faculty regularly conduct 

individual research and publish books and articles.  

Here are some of the more recent books.

WHEATONa u t h o r s

ecclesiological, theological, and

psychological traditions. It provides

an in-depth look at the historically

ambivalent relationship between

two prevailing influences on the

concept of soul care. Contributors to

the work include Provost Stanton

Jones. Order Care for the Soul and

any other faculty books from the

Wheaton College Bookstore:  on the

Web, www.wheatonbooks.com; 

by phone, 630.752.5779; or by writing,

Wheaton College Bookstore, 501

College Ave., Wheaton, IL 60187.

What is the proper relationship

between psychology and theology? is

a question that representatives of

both disciplines have been wrestling

with since the Enlightenment, and the

primary question addressed in Care

for the Soul (InterVarsity Press, 2001).

This volume of essays, co-edited by

Dr. Mark McMinn, professor and the

Rech Endowed Chair of Psychology,

with late professor of theology

Timothy Phillips ’72, explores the

intersection of psychology and theol-

ogy and how it is affected by various
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Anh Vu Sawyer ’80 is a speaker, writer, and 

ESL and math teacher. She and her husband, Philip

Sawyer ’78, work with Resource Exchange

International, Inc. (REI), an independent service

agency that provides professional assistance to

third-world countries. Since 1996 they have

returned to Vietnam to provide education, medicine,

and liberal arts resources to her people. Her book,

Song of Saigon (Warner Books), was published 

in February 2003. The Sawyers live in Colorado

Springs with their three children. This article, says

Anh, is a token of love and gratitude for the

unconditional love given her at Wheaton College.

us the gift of creativity to deal with life’s
circumstances, such that life is no 
longer a survival game, but a voyage with
dignity and purpose.

The gift of creativity manifests itself
most magnificently in Christ’s
resurrection. God’s creativity in using the
finality of death to bring forth perfect
and eternal life is unfathomable, and in
this process, creativity is seen in a
different light, not a mere gift, but a
unique and powerful one.

Bubbling up within our vulnerable
hearts and souls, the gift of creativity
yearns to be released and expressed.
Should we harness its power so that it
will conform to our own idea of
spirituality? Can we reign in God’s gift
for us, mold it and make it according 
to what we think right? Or dare 
we, with the power of His Cross and
with the Holy Sprit active and alive 
in us, allow the gift of creativity to be
free to manifest Christ’s own expression
in our lives?  

Like the star in the night for the wise
men, at the heart of creativity is our
Lord leading our souls to Him, whether
we choose to know Him or not.We are
the sojourners, creativity our steps on the
journey, and the Cross our destination.

Like sin and pardon, joy and sorrow,
anger and self-control, grief and laughter,
creativity marks the authenticity of 
our humanity.The urge to create makes
us restless, yet satisfies, and satisfies
profoundly.

WHEATONp u b l i s h e d a l u m n i

by Anh Vu Sawyer ’80 

Resurrection and the Gift of Creativity

The hardship of life and centuries
of unceasing war in my country 
taught me to see creativity as limited to
being clever, shrewd, and practical 
to assure life’s security. My Vietnamese
family had survived by living that 
way for generations. But as I grew up,
I questioned God about the true
meaning of our existence.

After arriving in the United States,
among thousands of weary Vietnamese
refugees, I found what I was missing and
hungered for.The true gift of creativity
greeted me for the first time at Wheaton
College. I found myself in awe, peering
closely at the art works displayed in the
sun-filled room above the old college
bookstore. I wept when I heard Handel’s
Messiah at chapel; and with my limited
English, I was pleasantly intrigued by 
the debates in my Old Testament class.
Most surprisingly, I didn’t see cleverness
or shrewdness. Instead, I saw God’s 
pure and glorious presence in the gift 
of creativity living and thriving 
around me.

I’ve since learned that creativity takes
whatever is at hand, good or bad,
touchable or not, and transforms it, not
necessarily to please, but in response 
to an unknown and persistent hunger
that dwells deep in the soul. I have seen
that men and women (including
myself)—Christians or not, privileged or
poor, in peace or in war—are still all
constricted by the circumstances of our
lives.After His own image, God allowed
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and (re)turning to—is the only solution.
Although I believe every word in the

above definition to have particular 
value, the term continuous outpouring

particularly stands out.These two 
words are the only descriptors I can think
of that take in both the work of God 
and the work of humankind as these
together eventually inform a biblically
complete concept of worship.

Continuous implies relentlessness.
It is the opposite of periodic or sporadic.
On the strictly physical and temporal side
of things, literal continuity is impossible.
I continue to breathe until I die, I
continue to eat until I am full, I continue
to compose a piece of music until I think
I have finished. But on the spiritual side,
continuity is of the essence. God is
continually and unchangeably the I AM

THAT I AM; his Word abides forever; Jesus
Christ is the same yesterday, today and
forever.And so, over and above 
our physicality and temporality, we have
been created to enter into God’s side 
of continuousness.

As for outpouring, note that there are
many words we can use to talk about the
way one person relates to another: serving,
relating, giving, befriending, revealing,
fellowshipping, sojourning, sacrificing,
bearing up with and the like.Any one of
these relational words might have been

and no one can wish to be.We are, every
one of us, unceasing worshipers and we
will remain so forever, for eternity is an
infinite extrapolation of one or two
conditions: a surrender to the sinfulness of
sin unto infinite loss or the commitment
of personal righteousness unto infinite
gain.This is the central fact of our
existence, and it drives every other fact.
Within it lies the story of creation, fall,
redemption and new creation or final loss.

I have worked out a definition 
for worship that I believe covers every
possible human condition. It is this:
Worship is the continuous outpouring 

of all that I am, all that I do, and all that

I can ever become in light of a chosen 

or choosing god.

This definition stresses the reality and
foundational importance of continuous-
ness.That is, worship does not stop and
start, despite our notions to the contrary.
Once we place emphasis on specific
times, places, and methods, we mis-
understand worship’s biblical meaning.
Worship may ebb and flow, may take on
various appearances, and may be
unconscious or conscious, intense and
ecstatic or quiet and commonplace, but it
is continuous.When we sin, worship does
not stop. It changes directions and reverts
back to what it once was, even if only for
an instant. Repentance—the turning from

“Worship is at once about
who we are, about who 
or what our god is and
about how we choose to
live. It is about something
that is quite simple, but
wrapped in a mystery. It is
about God himself, who has
but one face and whose
face has been clearly shown

in the person and work of his only
begotten Son. It is about a world in
which worship takes on a thousand faces.
It is also about Satan, dressed as an angel
of light, disarmingly attractive yet
inherently false, whose faces are cleverly
multiplied and whose one desire is to
undo what has already been done from
the eternities.

The thousand faces of worship contain
both deadened and lively countenances.
They are the lost and the found, all of
whom are continuous worshipers, for…
nobody does not worship.We begin with
one fundamental fact about worship: at
this very moment, and for as long as this
world endures, everybody inhabiting it is
bowing down and serving something or
someone—an artifact, a person, an
institution, an idea, a spirit, or God
through Christ. Everyone is being shaped
thereby and is growing up toward 
some measure of fullness, whether of
righteousness or of evil. No one is exempt
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lostness. In him alone our new work
begins and embraces the whole of our
living. In Christ, Imago Dei comes home.
The prodigal son returns from pouring
himself out among the swine and the
husks, again and again, to the waiting
Father. Continuous outpouring, of which
the Savior is Author and Finisher, is made
pure and is made ours.

Harold M. Best joined Wheaton’s faculty in
1970, and served as dean and professor of
music at the Wheaton’s Conservatory of Music
until his retirement in 1997. He received 
a B.S.M. from Nyack College, a M.A. from
Claremont Graduate School, and a D.S.M.
from Union Theological Seminary. He is the
author of Music Through the Eyes of Faith
(Harper San Francisco, 1993), as well as 
of numerous articles for magazines and journals.
He has served as board member, officer,
consultant, and evaluator for several professional
organizations. Harold keeps busy in his
retirement, lecturing and teaching at churches,
colleges, and seminaries around the U.S.; raising
horses on the family’s 30 acres in Idaho;
building furniture and model airplanes in his
workshop; and enjoying his grandchildren.

Unceasing Worship, by Harold M. Best.
©2003 by Harold M. Best. Used by
permission of InterVarsity Press,
P.O. Box 1400, Downers Grove, IL 60515.
www.ivpress.com 

used in place of outpouring. But I chose
this word not only because of its scriptural
force but also because it implies lavishness
and generosity: when I pour something,
I give it up; I let it go. Dripping is not
pouring; there is space between the drops.
But in pouring, the flow is organically and
consistently itself. In spite of a mixed
simile, pouring is seamless.

As to the scriptural importance of
pouring, one need only go to a
concordance to discover how it pervades,
explicitly or implicitly. . . . [ Jesus’] entire
being was poured out—the world would
say wasted—for our salvation, perfume
for his Father’s feet.This fullness of love is
not just enough; it is infinitely enough.
And when I am swept into the infinite
reach of outpouring, there are no
adjectives that can increase the value of
the nouns we employ to embody it: love,

grace, favor, mercy, power, presence. It is
the consideration of these grand qualities
that makes the word outpouring 

so powerful and so necessary to the
definition of worship.

Christ the Savior has come. He has done
a work that no one else could ever do.
Having come to us from the eternities,
he comes again and again, yet he abides
in us forever.“It is finished” runs through
the fullness of the comings of Christ. Our
outpouring need no longer be wasted in

Harold’s wife, Juel, graciously greeted thousands of 

students and visitors, and answered many questions, during

the 18 years she worked in Wheaton’s information 

and ticket office. Harold dedicated Unceasing Worship to her,

writing, “She believes everything Jesus says. Her wisdom

cuts through all the perplexing life stuff and comes to 

rest, time after time, smack in the middle of the truth that 

I so often doubt, complicate, or overlook.”
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in Alabama, a Christianity-and-the-arts
conference in Kansas City.

I also had license to do some of my
study and writing in sites far removed
from Wheaton, and the result was a
feeling of accomplishment with 
a “value-added” sense of refreshment 
and expanded horizons. My ongoing
scholarly project is to contextualize
Milton’s sonnets in a Puritan milieu.
It was more invigorating to work on it 
at a chalet in Wisconsin and a hunting
estate in Maryland than in my office.

All of my previous leaves of absence
have been conducted under severe time
pressure to meet a publishing deadline.
I resolutely refused to let it happen this
time, and it is one of the best decisions
of my scholarly life.

In my writings on work and leisure,
I have asserted that leisure must be felt as
leisure before it genuinely is such.The
sabbatical allowed me to translate that
theory into practice, and I am grateful.

Dr. Leland Ryken has taught at Wheaton
College for 36 years. He has published two
dozen books (including edited and 
co-authored books). In 2003, Dr. Ryken
received the distinguished Gutenberg Award
for his contributions to education, writing, and
the understanding of the Bible. His wife
Mary ’88 is a graduate of the Wheaton
Graduate School, and his three children—
Dr. Philip Ryken ’88, Margaret Beaird ’93,
and Nancy Taylor ’98 —are graduates of
Wheaton College.

be allowed.” Our word license comes
from the same root.

What did I have license to do while
on my glorious sabbatical? I was free to
pursue a wide range of research and
writing projects without intrusions. I was
still sometimes the first person to arrive
at the office and the last to leave, but
since it was something I was free to 
do rather than obliged to do, even that
felt leisurely. In addition, I woke up
without the sense of latent anxiety that 

I feel even after all these years when 
I wake up knowing that I need to stand
before an audience.

My sabbatical gave me the freedom to
speak around the country in a way 
not allowed by my teaching routine—at
Milton conferences in Tennessee and
Pittsburgh, a Reformation Day in
Dayton, a writer’s conference in Virginia,
a theology conference in Atlanta, colleges

Sabbatical. Noun. A year or half year of
absence for study, rest, or travel, given 
at intervals, originally every seven years,
to teachers, in some colleges and
universities.

This dictionary definition confirms
again what I regularly tell my students in
my literature courses—that abstraction
and propositional discourse, for all their
usefulness, never do justice to human
experience as actually lived.

It is doubtless risky for me as a teacher

to say that my recently completed
sabbatical semester was my best semester
in 36 years on Wheaton’s faculty, but…
last semester was my best semester 
at Wheaton.

What my sabbatical semester gave me
more than anything else was leisure of a
certain type.The word leisure is
traceable back to the French word leisir,
from the Latin licere, meaning,“to 
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for us to witness to one another, to 
be the fragrance of Christ to one another,
to challenge one another as Christians—
and to be willing to be challenged 
ourselves.”

She served as a member of a sub-
committee on Africa, researching for
hearings and helping U.S. congressmen
prepare for a trip to the Congo; yet 
she was disappointed with her
committee’s impotence to actually help
the suffering.“My work in D.C. was very
political,” she says.“It was
more about issues than 
it was about people.
I want to do something
more hands-on and
grassroots, where I can
really see a change.”

This motivation has
also influenced Sarah’s
involvement at Wheaton.
As a sophomore she
volunteered in the admissions office,
giving campus tours and hosting
prospective students.The next year she
served as an R.A. (resident assistant), and
currently she is involved with Branch 
(a women’s peer caring program), and
Student Government. She also received
the Alumni Association’s Senior
Scholarship Award this year.

Sarah adds that living in the Wheaton
community has been both fulfilling 
and challenging and has reinforced 
her understanding that not every 
mission field is overseas.

“We need to remember that 
sharing Christ does not always 
mean for the first time,”
she says.“It is just 
as important 

Sarah Day ’04 lives each day as though
she were on the mission field—whether
she’s in the war-torn countries of Africa,
in the orphanages of Eastern Europe or…
in the dormitories of Wheaton College.

As a child, Sarah lived in Mali and
Malawi for almost 10 years while her
father worked for USAID, a government
agency targeting African development.
Because of her background, Sarah
wrestled with the idea of conventional
missionary work. But a trip to Romania
during her junior year of high school, and
subsequent trips to Ghana and Zambia,
renewed a vision for what she calls
holistic missions:“sharing the gospel and
equipping people both spiritually and
physically.”

This vision was sparked, Sarah says, by
one particularly vivid experience in
Malawi after a civil war in Mozambique.
“I watched relief workers handing out
bags of grain to hungry refugees who had
crossed the border, and I remember
thinking that these people were being fed
as a result of the work my dad does,”
she recalls.“That was such a powerful
image.And I knew that it was a meaning-
ful work.”

Now, as international relations major
with a minor in art, Sarah hopes to
combine her passion for photography
with international development.
After interning with the House of
Representatives International Relations
Committee, Sarah knows that she wants
to do more than debate foreign policy.

WHEATONs t u d e n t  p r o f i l e

by Jonathan David Thornton ’03 and Jessica L. Allen

“We need to 

remember that 

sharing Christ 

does not always 

mean for the 

first time…”

Sarah Day ’04

Day Dreams
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longevity, and he soon was enlisted to
consult with the church on the organ’s
design.Although Dr. Zimmerman had
consulting experience with small-scale
organ designs and had designed the
world-class organ in Wheaton College’s
Edman Chapel (see sidebar), this was the
first time he had been involved in a long-
distance design project of this magnitude.

“All of the organ design projects I have
been involved with have just happened,”
says Dr. Zimmerman.“They are not
projects I go out and pursue. I don’t have
professional training in organ design,
either. I’m not even sure such a thing
exists. Being an organist informs one’s
thinking in this area, and the best teacher
is experience. Organ design is an assumed

Many professors consider themselves
fortunate if they’ve mentored a student
who exhibits great talent and promise. But
what if that same student’s life and
connections outside the campus led to a
rewarding adventure—professionally,
culturally, and spiritually? That’s exactly
what happened to Dr. Edward
Zimmerman,Wheaton Conservatory
associate professor and organist.

Looking back, he remembers when
Paula Lee ’97 first told him about the
evangelical church her father pastored in
Seoul, Korea.The 5,000-family
congregation of Seoul Presbyterian
Church was planning a new sanctuary in
the heart of city.When Dr. Zimmerman
told Paula to “make sure he gets a nice
organ,” he couldn’t have imagined the
journey that would follow—one that
would take him to Korea eight years later.

Soon after this initial conversation
between student and professor, Dr.
Zimmerman met Paula’s father and they
talked about the organ for the church.

“Pastor Lee wanted an organ that would
be inspirational, since he leads a great
singing church with a number of choirs
and several good organists,” says Dr.
Zimmerman.“But he also wanted an
organ that would last for many years.”

Dr. Zimmerman recommended a pipe
organ with mechanical action because of
its optimal tonal quality and amazing

by Amy Wolgemuth Bordoni

side of an organist’s career.”
In the Seoul Presbyterian Church,

one of the key issues Dr. Zimmerman
addressed was where to position the
organ in the sanctuary, which extended
up rather than out. He determined that
the organ would need to be installed in
the front of the church to project the
sound, yet the elders were concerned that
its prominence might take away from 
the Word.

To assuage their apprehensions, the
design included a prominent display 
of Scripture (Ephesians 5:9) across the
front, and gold-plated middle pipes
intersecting gold-plated pipe mouths,
forming the shape of a cross in the
center.As the focal point, the instrument

Seoul Notes
A love for music and a gift for organ design connect 

one Wheaton professor with another culture.

Did you know that Edman Chapel’s

organ, Casavant Freres Opus 3796, is

likely one of the finest organs at any

institution of higher learning in the

U.S.? With its 50 stops and 70 ranks,

this four-manual, dual-console

mechanical action organ is certainly the

largest of its type in the metropolitan

Chicago area—and perhaps in all

contiguous states. 

“Never in its history has the College

possessed an organ of such size,

versatility, and superb quality for

teaching, services, and concerts,” says

Dr. Ed Zimmerman, an associate

A Sound Investment
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times, master classes for Korean organ
students, and nightly concerts attended by
1,200 to 1,400 people.

One of the biggest surprises for 
Dr. Zimmerman was the number of
people who attended the technical organ
lectures that would have drawn only about
50 organ aficionados in Wheaton. Several
hundred people attended in Seoul, and
many were  congregants, elders, and other
pastors.

“It was a wonderful opportunity 
to explain to lay people and pastors how
musical notes can be a vehicle for the
spread of the gospel,” says Dr.
Zimmerman.“They were able to make the
connection that an organist needs to know
how to communicate through music, not
simply play the hymns.”

Being able to share how music can be a
conduit of the gospel gave the symposium
new meaning for Dr. Zimmerman.

“I knew the organ would be
magnificent,” he says.“I knew what to
expect with the lectures and concerts,
all of which were outstanding and well
attended. But the highlight was the Korean
culture and the sincerity and receptiveness
of the people.Although I partly viewed
my time in a Korea as a mission trip, I was
the one showered with blessings.”

would serve the liturgy and touch the
hearts of worshippers.

The church commissioned Philipp C.
A. Klais, a German organ builder, to
handcraft the organ and oversee its
installation. Once the organ was in place,
Dr. Zimmerman traveled to Seoul for the
voicing of the new instrument—the final,
crucial stage when the sound of each
individual part is manipulated.

In conjunction with his visit in
November 2003, the new organ’s
magnificent sound and evangelical
message was shared with an international

audience at the Seoul International Organ
Symposium. Hosted by Seoul Presbyterian
Church in celebration of their 13th
anniversary and led by Dr. Zimmerman,
the symposium featured organists from
around the world.

These organists included Gerre
Hancock, considered the finest organ
improviser in America, and Paula Lee, ’97
who received a master’s in organ
performance from Julliard and a doctorate
in organ performance from the University
of Michigan. In addition to daily lectures,
the symposium consisted of short worship

Celebrating the new organ: Philip Klais, president of the Klais Orgelbau in Bonn, Germany, and builder of the organ; Dr. Gerre Hanckock, professor 

of music at the Julliard School and choirmaster of St. Thomas Episcopal Church in New York City; Dr. Edward Zimmerman; Dr. Paula Lee Seo ’97;

Mrs. Lee; and Dr. Jong Yun Lee, pastor of Seoul Presbyterian Church.

professor in Wheaton’s Conservatory

of Music. 

Designed by Dr. Zimmerman and

named after its French Canadian builder

Casavant Freres, the organ arrived in

thousands of pieces on December 11,

2000, in the middle of a Chicago-style

blizzard. While it took months to

assemble, about five years of prior

planning and preparation went into

perfecting the organ’s design and tonal

quality. A $750,000 gift from an

anonymous donor in 1998 helped fund

the construction of the instrument,

which is entirely handcrafted and is

now valued at $1.1 million. 

Mechanical action instruments are

known to last for hundreds of years,

explains Dr. Zimmerman, who notes

that one in Switzerland has been

playing services since the 14th century.

He adds, “This organ represents a very

significant commitment of the College

to the training of young musicians for

the church according to the highest

possible standards of excellence, long

into the future.”

For more about the Edman Chapel

organ, visit www.wheaton.edu/

conservatory/about/facilities.html
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education we offer is specifically Christ-

centered.According to the Scriptures,

the Son is the primary designated agent

of the Father for virtually everything

concerning the created order.The Son

called it into being and He sustains it by

His word.At the behest of His Father,

He ultimately and permanently joined

that Creation in order to redeem it.

One day He will return to judge it and

to restore it to all that it was intended to

be.When John says,“No one has ever

seen God; the only-begotten Son, who is

in the bosom of the Father, he has made

him known” (John 1:18), he is speaking

of Jesus and his point is that it is the

Son, the Second Person of the Godhead,

who preeminently manifests the Father

to the world.The Son is the unique

interface, the central point where the

universe and the Godhead meet. He is

the Father’s appointed mediator for

dealing with the world: its formation, its

sustenance, its redemption, and its

restoration.

All of this is what Paul has in mind

when he informs us that the central

affirmation of the Christian is,“Jesus is

Lord” (1 Cor. 12:3). It’s simply an

outrageous claim—unless it’s true. But if

it is true, as Christians do affirm, then 

it means that Jesus is utterly central to all

that humans can know or experience.

There is nothing imaginable that is

irrelevant to Him or to which He is

irrelevant.There is no quarter of human

learning in which He is not the central

figure.Without Him humans will never

make full sense of either their world or

themselves. In the end He is the key to

all we can know and nothing can be

fully grasped without reference to Him.

So then, what is a “Christ-centered

education”? It is an education that asks

and attempts to answer, systemically,

throughout every dimension of the

curriculum, reaching to every corner of

every discipline and every aspect of

human life, this searching question:What

difference does it make here, for this

facet of our lives or learning, to make

the claim Jesus Christ is Lord!?

The slogan “Christ-centered

education” is one we hear often on the

campuses of Christian colleges. Because

it seems to summarize what we’re

about, the phrase rolls easily off our

tongues. Perhaps too easily. I worry

about that.

When we speak of an education that

is Christ-centered, do we really mean

that we intend that education to center

upon the Second Person of the Trinity?

Our language here is very specific.

Christians are Trinitarians; we believe the

one God subsists in three co-equal

Persons: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.Yet

our slogan specifies a Christ-centered

education. It claims, not the Father, not

the Spirit, but the Son as the center of

our enterprise. Do we say Christ-centered

but really mean only the more generic

God-centered? Or is there some

profound sense in which a Christian

liberal arts education really is specifically

Son-centered? 

The answer is, yes, we in Christian

higher education really do mean that the

Jesus is utterly central to all 

that humans can know or experience.”

“

Duane Litfin President

This is the second in a series of President Litfin’s

reflections on the nature of Christ-centered higher

education, and what this means for the mission

and future of Wheaton College.



1. As long as I stay unprepared, nothing can happen

to me…

2. I know I need to get my will done, but the topic still

gives me the willies…

3. Meeting with a lawyer is almost as unpleasant as

meeting with a dentist…

4. If I ever knew any Latin, I’ve completely 

forgotten it…

5. It’s #3 on my list of “New Year’s Resolutions,” and I

haven’t accomplished #1 or #2 yet…

6. I’m still broke from Christmas, and don’t exactly

have the cash lying around to pay for something

that I don’t really want to do in the first place…

7. I would ask one of my friends how to get started,

but they are even more clueless in this area than 

I am…

8. Why should I plan for something now that can’t

possibly happen to me for 20 or 30 years…?

9. My kids are so mature, I actually like the idea that

they will receive their entire inheritance at age 18…

10. “Procrastination” was my minor in college…

The hardest part about getting your will done is
getting started.

Wheaton College can help.

If you plan to remember Wheaton in your will,
our Gift Planning staff can answer your estate
planning questions, help you get organized, and
even suggest ways for your estate plan to effi-
ciently provide for loved ones, while minimizing
taxes and expenses.

It’s called our “Estate Plan Review,” and it’s free.

For more information, please contact 

Dave Teune or your regional director of

development toll free at (800) 525-9906 

or e-mail gift.plan@wheaton.edu.

Please remember Wheaton College in your will.



Art of the Flower

Roselyn Ballard Danner '61

intended to portray the splendor

and purpose of each stage of life,

with her Left to Right to Life

series, which was juried into a

national right-to-life art exhibit

that toured the United States.

“As I care for my 90-year-old

mother,” Roselyn says, “God's

grace opens my eyes to see that

same loveliness in His creation

no matter the age, even past full

bloom.”  

A published illustrator,

Roselyn recently completed 15

years as the art gallery director

at Houghton College. She 

lives in Houghton, New York,

with her husband, Robert ’60.

The Fading Amaryllis 

Roselyn Ballard Danner '61

One of a series of 15 colored-pencil drawings titled

Left to Right to Life, that illustrates the

uninterrupted life cycle of an amaryllis—from bulb

to seed pod. 




